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Foreword :
The information provided in this manual update is intended for the creation of the SIDs, STARs and
approaches in the FreeNav DB Group.

New features and update are overlined in yellow.

Please refer to section "D" for the procedure to be followed for the transformation of “users” waypoints
to “official” waypoints.

All your Airport files (or XML files to get BGL) must be send at the following adreess :

airport@freenavdbgroup.com

Information or questions ; Contactez moi : francois.dore@freenavdbgroup.com
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To facilitate the creation of data files for the FD-FMC, I have prepared a small "toolbox"
including the following:
• An EXCEL file, called « [ENG] Input Workbook SID-STAR-APPROACH 4.0.xls», for entering
data easily. It is "cut into individual sheets (tabs), with each corresponding to a particular data file. This
file is write-protected to keep it as intact model.
• A file called « ICAO.xml » which will be used to create a list of missing waypoints in FSX, and those
you want to turn into "real" Waypoints. Go to Chapter " D " on the establishment of new waypoints.
• 5 XML files, called : « Waypoint.xml », « NDB.xml », « VOR.xml , « VOR-DME.xml » and
« DME.xml », each including a blank block type for waypoint declaration, ready to copy to the
“ICAO.xml” file.
• The BGL Compiler SDK from FS9, for creating temporary BGL files.
Please refer to section "D" for the procedure to be followed for processing "users" waypoints in "official"
waypoints

Note : Final files to be operated by the FD-FMC will be in CSV (Comma Separated Value) format that

supports Excel (.CSV is a text format file, where each value is separated by a comma, the comma acting as an
instruction to place the next piece of data in the next EXCEL cell).
CSV files can be opened with a simple text editor such as Notepad (I recommend Notepad ++ is a powerful
freeware) and EXCEL is able to create and read.
According your Windows language version, you must read the following paragraph:
France ( and some other countries) is an exception in the world, because it uses the comma as a decimal
separator, so in the French do not use the comma as the separator symbol columns rather use the semicolon.”;”,
It is imperative to change the language settings in Windows, symbol separator columns, and decimal separator.
Rest assured, this will not affect the other files you have created with EXCEL, and everything will remain
consistent, but without this change, you cannot create a valid CSV file.
To do this, go into the control panel of Windows, select "Regional Options and Settings language, "then click
the" Customize "button and select the"."(period) as a the decimal symbol (currently French versions have the
comma), and select comma as "List separator" (Currently, French versions will have the semicolon); Confirm
with "OK". Now your EXCEL has become "universal" and compatible with the rest of the world, and especially
with the "CSV” format.
It is very important that your Windows setting is the ‘.’ as decimal separator, and the ‘,’ as column/list
separator, otherwise, you will cannot create valid .CSV file !
When you start working at an airport, first create a folder whose name is the ICAO code of the airport, open the
EXCEL file attachment in the kit, and save it by putting the name at the beginning of the ICAO airport code
(because the original input file is write-protected). Then, as you progress your work, save, and always keep
your input file in XLS format. When creating waypoints, open and save the file ICAO.xml with the ICAO code
of your Airport
Start with small airports, there are easier to decrypt the charts !

FD-FMC limitations
-

102 SIDs max, with 14 waypoints max per SID
66 STARs max, with 14 waypoints max per STAR
Unlimited IAF files, each IAF files can have 14 approaches max, with 14 waypoints per Approaches

http://freenavdbgroup.com
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Important Informations
• Before you begin to work at an airport, you must ensure that you do not have not an "add-on" of
this airport (or nearby airport) activated. Indeed, most add-ons, AFCAD and even some freeware
airports add waypoints to the FSX database. We must turn them off in the FSX library, otherwise
you might use incorrect waypoints and therefore it will create errors!
• Remember to update the PLAN-G Database, whenever you disable an addon or you update the
Freenav AIRAC for the correct display of active waypoints.
• All data must be entered in uppercase, and do not add spaces before or after their names. In computer
science, especially in programming language, a space is considered a character. For you it is invisible,
but for the program, it reads the space as data, This will cause an error.
• The name of the runways must always contain at least 2 numbers: for example, it is necessary to write
runway “07” not runway “7” or write “04R” no “4R”.
• The waypoints database in FSX dates from 2005. Since then, the magnetic declination has changed and
some runways have changed names (eg at LFRH, the runways are now 07-25 while in FSX, their
identities are 08-26. You must use the name of the runways in FSX (and caps), because if you use the
updated chart names, the FD-FMC cannot recognize these runways as part of the GPS database in FSX
and this will prevent the FMC functioning correctly.
• Special case: If there is an "add-on", with runways updated, you can create two versions of the Airport
(one for FSX default and one for the add-on).
• Special case: If there is an "addon", with runways names updated, you can create 2 versions of Airport,
one for default FSX airport and one for the addon
• Sometimes there are errors in FSX (compared to the real world) for navigational aid names (VOR or
NDB), or their frequency. As for the runways, use the identifier or frequency from FSX and not the
names from the chart, otherwise the FMC cannot accurately identify the navigational aid in the GPS
database of FSX. Remember FD-FMC operates in the FSX environment and not in the real world.
• Geographic coordinates must be specified in decimal degrees. You will find a link at the end of this
manual for an online converter of sexagesimal coordinates to decimal degrees.
• It seems to me essential to have PLAN G to create “user” waypoints. This great freeware is better in
many ways than commercial software.
• Attention must be paid to the organization of files. They will be together at the end in a folder that must
be named as the ICAO airport code (which will be placed in the subfolder FD-FMC in FSX).
Attention must be paid to the syntax of the final file names. It is essential to use the following naming
system:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

SID_index.csv
SID_data.csv
STAR_index.csv
STAR_data.csv
IAF1name.csv
IAF2name.csv
IAF3name.csv
Etc……

The last files, which are approaches files must bear the name of each IAF (Initial Approach Fix) from
airport, written in uppercase.
The last files, which are the approach files must bear the name of each of the IAF’s
of the STAR,
written in capital letters.
The connection between a STAR and approach is by that IAF name. Indeed, FD-FMC will search for
the name of the last waypoint of a STAR and it will look if there is
a file with that name, to make
the link to the approach file.FD - FMC is © François Doré. FreeNav DB Group data © FreeNav DB
Group. But FD-FMC or FreeNav DB Group database can be used for creations non-profit any subject to
the prior agreement of authors. Please contact me for this.
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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The Excel workbook is divided into individual sheets (tabs) to create each file needed to create the
airport data on which you will work. Simply click the tab of the sheet on which you wish to work with.
Let's start with the "SID_index" sheet to create the list of SIDs for the airport.

Anantomy of a flight plan

A flight plan is divided into several phases from take-off to landing.

•
•
•

The waypoints shown in orange (SDx) are part of the SID
The waypoints shown in black (RTEx) make up the “En-Route” portion of the flight plan
The blue waypoints (STx) form the STAR. The last of the STAR is called the IAF (Initial Approach
Fix)

•

The red waypoints (APx)make up the approach; This starts with the IAF, through a FAF (Final
Approach Fix) which determines where the aircraft must be in the landing configuration (final approach
speed, flaps, landing gear ...) and ends at the runway threshold.

"Text file" of information about the airport
When creating data files for an airport, you have to create a text file named the ICAO code of the airport
(eg "EGLL.txt"). A model of this file is included with the kit (it is called "ICAO.txt"). Edit the file with
Notepad ++ preferably, and enter in all the information for this airport. Indeed, FD-FMC which will let
you know whether to implement special procedures or approaches (eg if certain holding patterns are
required so that the plane presents in the right direction during an approach) ... etc..
Refer to the section "E" for instructions on how to write the text file.

http://freenavdbgroup.com
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Tim Arnot PLAN-G presentation

PLAN-G is indispensable software, written by Tim Arnot. You can download this fantastic freeware on his
website : http://www.tasoftware.co.uk/
You can’t create airport files without PLAN-G. Read the user manual of PLAN-G and create the navaids
database in the software. You can choose the background map and when you put your mouse cursor on a
symbol, you have a window with all information about this symbol (navaid, airport, runway, ILS…)
When all is ready, PLAN-G display a map, with all the FSX navaids, like this :

A VOR

A fix (waypoint). When it is
magenta, it is an « En route »
waypoint. It is define with a
region code (2 letters) and its
name (5letters max).

Terminal or “Owner-fix”. This
type of waypoint (always blue),
is linked to an airport. You can
know which airport when you
put your mouse cursor on it.

This symbol is an airport.
Mouse can display all
information about it.

ILS beam

Here, the geographic
coordinates of you
mouse cursor are
displayed.

When you approach your mouse cursor of a
navaid, you get information about it; Here,
the you can know that the terminal
waypoint D132E has the region code LE
(Spain) and it is linked to Barcelona Airport
(LEBL).

By a right click on the map, you can create “User” waypoint and get geographical coordinates in decimal
format. You can display on the map circle with the radius of your choice and trace radials from VOR or NDB.
I can’t describe here all the function of PLAN-G (read the manual of Tim Arnot), but with this software, you
can do all you want and you need to create your SID, STAR and Approaches files. You can see if airport
waypoints of your chart exist in the FSX database, and it will let you know when creating them.
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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SID creation
A1 SID index data entry

The index of the SID consists of 3 columns:
• The runway affected by the SID
• The direction in which you are tracking on this SID (direction of last SID segment)
• The name of the SID.
The red cell is to be filled once you have listed all the SIDs of this airport. It needs to indicate the total number
of SIDs for the airport.
The table consists of 102 lines because the FMC can only handle a maximum of 102 SIDs. Once this table fills
up, you can erase unwanted lines and columns from column "D" onwards. This will remove excessive and
unwanted commas in the final processing of CSV file (see below).

We will take for example the SIDs for Amsterdam Airport - SCHIPHOL. On the same chart,
you generally have multiple SIDs. They can be grouped by management or as here by runway.
IMPORTANT: The management of the SID (N, NW, SW, etc ...) must match the orientation of the last
segment of the SID and not the position of the last waypoint in the SID with respect to the airport. You may
well have the last waypoint of the SID that is located north of the airport, but the last route segment is facing
east; So in this case, it is necessary to indicate the direction is "E" otherwise the plane will make a sharp turn at
the end of the SID which may be difficult as the aircraft may already be at high speed.
Direction can have 3 characters. e.g: N or NE, NNW….

http://freenavdbgroup.com
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Runway 06 RNAV SID of EHAM

Please find attached the EXCEL workbook files for SCHIPHOL (ICAO code : EHAM.).

http://freenavdbgroup.com
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Here is a screenshot showing a portion of the data entered into the spread sheet for SIDs for runway 06 EHAM
that correspond to the map on the previous page.

Screenshot of the Index SID tab

Most importantly, the name of the runway always must be composed of at least two digits plus a letter if there
is an appropriate right and left runway. We have to indicate the track "06" and not "6" otherwise FD-FMC
cannot identify the runway. If it's runway 36 right, you should specify "36R".
The name of the SID is indicated on the map and can be divided into several variants, with common sections (in
Europe, in this case, the name is followed by a number that corresponds to the review and a letter corresponds
to the variant. See the example above ANDIK has 2 variants). This name is usually the name of the last
waypoint in the SID. The name of a SID can be up to a maximum of 16 characters
Once all your SID entries in the index, remember to indicate in the red cell, the exact number of SID found in
the index. This is mandatory!
On the order of writing, it seems logical to follow this convention:
From the nearest north with the smallest runway number, write down all the SIDs on this runway, starting from
the north and going clockwise. Move on to the next runway and always turn clockwise to get to the runway
with the largest number. This allows for a standard presentation, especially effective when you have to choose
and load a SID in FD-FMC (see the order of presentation of the picture above).
Once you have completed the index table, save your file, and you'll be able to move onto the next tab, the data
from SID

Caution: The order of the SID index will determine the order of the data in the SID file

"SID_data.csv".
It is imperative that the order of the SIDs in the index is exactly the same as the order of SID data that you will
enter the next sheet! FD-FMC reads files sequentially, so if you choose the FMS SID that is in tenth line in the
index file (SID_index.csv), the FD-FMC will read the data contained in the tenth row of the data file
(SID_data.csv)!
The best way to avoid mistakes is to copy and paste columns A and C of the Table "SID_index" into the first
two columns of the table in the "SID_data" tab.
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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It is vital that the SID data consist of lines written in exactly the same order that the SID was written! The
reason for this is when you select the third FMC SID for example, the FMC will read the data from the third
line of the data file.
The easiest way to avoid errors is to copy and paste the column "TRACK" in the "SID_index" tab to the
"Track" column in the "SID_data" tab; Do the same for the "NAME" column; Thus, normally, no error is
possible
Note that the "SID_data" tab consists of 2 blocks:
• The first block of cells which have a white background contain the general information for each SID.
Titles in orange indicate that the information is required. Titles with a yellow background are optional,
so if you have no value or information, put 0.
• The second block consists of identical groups of seven columns for the SID waypoints information.
There cannot be more than 14 waypoints per SID.

A 2.1 SID Header (shaded yellow).

http://freenavdbgroup.com
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The first two columns are easy to complete, since you can copy and paste the equivalent columns from the
"SID_index" tab. This will avoid additional risk of not matching the order between the two parts of the
spreadsheet.
Note that "initial Takeoff magnetic heading is the initial course that the aircraft will follow after take off, when
you engage Autopilot, before than LNAV activated. In the most case, this is the runway heading but not
necessarily. This may be a slightly different course; In this case, the initial heading is indicated on the airport
chart.
For more information, read the general information section of the airport, such as "anti-noise" procedures that
may influence the THR RED ACC and ALT values, as well as clearance altitudes which can be different for
different tracks.
As for the automatic engagement of the LNAV parameter, it can identified on the chart as an altitude
highlighted by a stroke at the end of the track or if there is a turn soon after takeoff which requires that the
horizontal navigation (tracking flight plan) be initiated as soon as possible. This parameter can be very
important in some cases because it avoids the creation of a waypoint when the aircraft must change course from
the runway heading soon after takeoff. I decided to systematically put a value of 500ft for LNAV engagement,
to make sure that the aircraft follows the intended path from the first waypoint.
ATTENTION :
These 3 parameters must be filled with a value in “feet above airport elevation” (AAL or AGL Above
ground level). In the most cases, altitude are always indicated by reference of the sea level; But these three
columns must have a value by reference of the airport elevation. You can found the airport elevation on all
airport charts or in PLAN-G.
Note the speed constraints of waypoints, which are indicated in the chart data. I remember that sometimes you
have to add speed constraints that are not listed on the chart such as when there are tight corners to avoid the
aircraft flying a broad trajectory.

Sample of EHAM Noise abatement procedure notice
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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Consider our example EHAM, we see that in the general form noise abtement procedures indicate:
• Up to 1500 ft AMSL (Above Mean Sea Level or MSL - above sea level), one must maintain take-off
power, so this value is used to set the variable THR RED (Thrust Reduction Altitude). In practice, this
means that the aircraft will maintain its take-off power to 1500 feet, with a climb angle of approximately
15 ° to attain this altitude as quickly as possible. In the SID spread sheet, the value to enter is feet
"AAL" (Above Airport Elevation), but as EHAM is located at an elevation of -12 feet (and yes, it is
below sea level!), we can directly enter the 1500 value. If the airport was at an altitude of 600 feet, we
would have to enter 900 ft to populate the THR RED cell.
• Then we see that from 1500 to 3000ft, the aircraft must maintain its minimum safe speed (the SRS
Airbus mode) retaining its original flaps configuration. This is part of the normal FD-FMC procedure.
Between THR RED and ACC ALT, the aircraft maintains a climb angle of 10 °, and commands the
engines to provide the thrust required to maintain the safe SRS speed (V2 + 10-20 kts). In this
configuration, the aircraft will generate very little noise, because the engines operate at mid regime.
• After passing 3000ft, the aircraft retracts the flaps and assumes the climb profile, with the programmed
rise of thrust in FD-FMC. This corresponds to the 3000ft acceleration altitude.
Thus, this small section of the chart from the airport gave us the values for THR RED and ACC ALT. This
applies to all runways at EHAM. At some airports, such a procedure cannot apply to certain runways (when the
plane takes off in the direction of an urban area, for example).
By default, if there is no information about noise abatement procedure, set these 2 values to 1200 feet (this is
the Standard AIRBUS A32x family value).
Caution: do not mix altitudes which can be referenced from the sea level (MSL), and from ground or airport
level (AAL - AGL)!
In the SID table, the following data are referenced from the airport altitude :
LNAV Engage (automatic switching on of the horizontal navigation according to the flight plan)
THR RED (thrust reduction Altitude)
ACC ALT (Acceleration Altitude)
The following data are referenced from Sea level (MSL):
Initial Clearance altitude (initial Altitude target, given by ATC)
ALT CSTR (altitude having an altitude or speed constraint).
All waypoints altitude (for SID, STAR and approaches, except Runways threshold )
All elevations shall be shown in feet, not in the form of FL (Flight Level)!

http://freenavdbgroup.com
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Initial Altitude Clearance corresponds to the target altitude after take-off, given by ATC. This information is
often included in the general instructions from the airport. Important: The initial altitude ATC provides cannot
be less than or equal to the acceleration altitude. It must be higher, if the plane is going to level off in SRS
mode, which is absolutely not realistic and most importantly, not run by FD-FMC. It causes a malfunction of
FD-FMC. On the other hand, be careful not to mix it with transition altitude shown on the charts. The transition
altitude is the altitude where you must adjust altimeter to standard barometric pressure 1013hPa or 29.92inHg.
In France, as in many European countries, this altitude is 5000ft, while in the USA (and in FSX default) it is
18000ft. You can also set this altitude at any time in FD-FMC.

Here is another example of SID, American (airport of Portland - KPDX):
American SIDs are usually very clear. I chose this example to show how the chart indicates the altitude when
LNAV should be engaged. Here, starting from runways 10 and
28, the horizontal navigation must be enabled to 540ft (here is an elevation above sea level and considering
Portland is 31ft above the sea, we will enter 509 ft in the fields "LNAV Engage".
This information shows after take-off, the aircraft must fly the runway heading (RWY TRK mode), then at
509ft the FMS will switch the mode to HDG or NAV mode and the aircraft will make a turn to RIVRR, leaving
the runway heading from 10L and 10R.

KPDX SID Chart sample

http://freenavdbgroup.com
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A 2.1.1 Altitude and speed constraints
These two columns in the spread sheet are multifunctional, and are used to convert 3 types of constraints in
altitude and / or speed in the SID. One type of constraint can be applied both for the same SID.
There are different colors in the titles of these two columns to show the connections of the
data between each. These constraints are usually shown on charts or records of
airports. Do not rely on these two columns, as it dates from the time or the first beta versions of the FD-FMC
when only one type of restriction could be handled and I had to make these columns multifunctional, since the
amount of data (ie columns) for waypoint was already frozen.
FD-FMC can now manage three types of constraint:
• Maximum constraint speed while the aircraft is below a certain altitude (red text)
• Maximum constraint speed while the aircraft has not passed a waypoint in the SID (green text)
• Maximum constraint altitude that the plane must not exceed at a waypoint in the SID (blue text)
First constraint type (red text) :
Speed constraint related to altitude. It can be specified in the chart of the airport that the plane should not
exceed 230 IAS for example, while it is below 6000ft. In this case
exceed for example 230 IAS, so long as it is below 6000 ft.
In this case, 2 cells will be filled as follows:
ALT CSTR = 6000
SPD CSTR = 230
Column H (ALT CSTR) contains the altitude.
Column I (SPD CSTR) contains the speed.
After take-off, aircraft shall not exceed 230 kts
until it has not reached altitude of 6000 ft.
This constraint corresponds to the red text.

Second type of constraint (green text):
The second type of constraint may be indicated on the chart as a maximum speed between takeoff and a
waypoint. In this case, it is a constraint associated with a waypoint speed. This constraint can also be used,
without being shown on a chart, when the aircraft must take a tight turn
after takeoff. If the plane is flying too fast then the arc flown will be too
wide and deviate from the lateral navigation track. You can then use this
function to limit the speed of the plane as it has not reached a specific
waypoint. For example, the plane must not exceed 200 IAS, as it has not
reached the waypoint “SUDEX" which is the 4th waypoint in the SID
To do this, 2 cells must be filled in the following manner:
ALT CSTR = 4
SPD CSTR = 200
With this configuration data, the plane will not exceed 200 IAS, until it
has passed the 4th waypoint in the SID. This constraint corresponds to
green text. This is a useful function too, I repeat, for departures with a
track with tight turns The first cell contains the waypoint in the SID and
not an altitude, as the title of the cell indicates. The second cell contains the maximum information rate.
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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Final constraint type: (not common) an altitude constraint, associated with a waypoint (blue text):
The aircraft does not exceed a certain altitude, until it has reached the waypoint. Take for example, the plane
should not exceed the altitude of 6000ft, until it has reached "SUDEX" the 4th waypoint in the SID. In this
case, the two fields must be filled as follows
This constraint corresponds to blue entries.
Sample :
•
•

ALT CSTR = 6000
SPD CSTR = 4

With this data, the plane will not exceed the altitude of 6000ft, as it has
not passed the waypoint number 4 of the SID. If the aircraft reaches
the waypoint before it reaches this altitude, the FMC will switch to
ALT mode and SPEED mode to keep the aircraft level.
This constraint corresponds to blue entries.

These three types of constraints only work, of course, if the modes SPD, ALT, NAV and autopilot are
"managed" mode.
If the pilot wants to overcome these constraints, the aircraft is put into selected mode.
If there is no speed restriction at the airport you deal with, enter 0 in these two fields. These two data entries are
optional.
Note: The general rule of the limit of 250 kts below 10,000 ft is automatically managed by the FD-FMC, you
do not have to take this into account.
The last column "header" (Total number of WPT) contains the number of waypoints in the SID. Usually you
fill out this cell once you have entered all of the waypoints in the SID.
The use of speed constraints is not limited to those listed on the aeronautical charts. In
fact, when there is a tight bend in the SID, you must consider that after having reached its acceleration altitude
(ACC ALT), the aircraft will accelerate to 250 kts. If the aircraft needs to execute sharp turns, the high speed
will increase the turn radius, and the aircraft will "overshoot" the waypoint. Taking as an example the chart SID
MINNE4 for Portland which is located on page 10, we see that for the departures from runway 28, there are
tight turns to the waypoint "Bisle". In this case it makes sense to put a speed constraint to that waypoint (200
kts for example) to allow the aircraft to turn without straying from the specified path of the SID.
In short, do not hesitate to use the speed constraints linked to a waypoint, for this kind of control even though
there is no indication stated on the chart.
The chapter on SID Column Headers is now complete
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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A 2.2 Lists of Waypoints components of a SID (blue background titles)

Still working in the SID_data tab of the spread sheet, after the yellow data entry section you will find columns
with blue coloured headers. These are grouped in blocks of seven columns representing each waypoint in the
SID and its corresponding data. As there may be up to 14 waypoints per SID, there is 14 blocks of 7 identical
columns, making up the remainder of the worksheet. The only difference between each group of columns is the
first column of each block which indicates the chronological position of the waypoint in the SID.

Declaration Waypoint block

To enter the data correctly, you must understand the basic function of the GPS data from FSX.

A2.2.1 Structure of waypoints name in the FSX GPS.

FSX uses a very particular method of naming waypoints based on ICAO codes and type of waypoint
(waypoint that can be also called "FIX"). This structure always consists of a string of 12 characters
which include internal spaces if required but not at the end.
We can represent the naming structure in a table:
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

•

C1 : The first character defines the type of waypoint.
o A = Airport
o V = VOR
o N = NDB
o W = Waypoint
o R = Runway
o U = User Waypoint that doesn’t exist in the FSX database, and which is specified using
longitude and latitude

•

C2 and C3 : These two characters are the ICAO region code. See Chapter “D” at the end of this
document for codes of each country. For France, this code is "LF". for Germany is "ED" etc. Take
care as some large countries have multiple codes, based on either a letter and a number or a common
first letter, followed by a second different letter. This is the case for example for the USA (K1-K6)
and Australia (YA, YB, YC etc ...)
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•

C4 to C7 : These four characters are reserved to enter the ICAO code of an airport. However they
are used in some cases for waypoints (intersections or FIX). There are two types of waypoints. One
is called "En Route", which are part of air routes and in this case, are not related to an airport. Hence
these four characters must be represented by spaces (so in our EXCEL table, we will leave the empty
cells, not putting spaces as the FD-FMC will interpret an empty cell in the correct manner).The other
type of waypoints, are called "terminal waypoints" and are associated with an airport. In this case, it
is mandatory to indicate the ICAO airport code to which they are linked. This is also the case for the
runway threshold, and for some NDB’s, which are used for approaches. With the map of FMS or
PLAN-G, "En Route" waypoints are colored magenta, while the terminal waypoints (therefore
linked to an airport) are blue. In FD-FMC, you must engage the "RTE-FIX" button to enter an “EnRoute” waypoint.For terminal waypoints, you must engage the "OWR-FIX" button (Owner Fix)

•

C8 to C12 : The last 5 characters are reserved for the ICAO (ID) of the waypoint. If the name only
consists of 2 or 3 characters (For NDB or VOR), trailing spaces are not required (so leave empty
cells in the EXCEL table).

Here are some examples. An empty box represents a mandatory space when you may need to enter the
name of a waypoint in the FD-FMC, by using the ICAO button. In the Excel table, is important not to
put a space, rather leave the cell blank!
Amsterdam Airport, SHIPHOL :
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

A

C8

C9

C10

C11

E

H

A

M

C12

This translates to: A------EHAM (the '-' symbol spaces, so 6 spaces here)
The terminal Waypoint «FI09L» from London Heathrow Airport, EGLL (blue colour on the FD FMC/Navigation Display of the aircraft or in PLAN G map ):
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

W

E

G

E

G

L

L

F

I

0

9

L

This represents WEGEGLLFI09L
The threshold of runway 09L at Heathrow:
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

R

E

G

E

G

L

L

R

W

0

9

L

The threshold of runway 09L at Heathrow REGEGLLRW09L (Runway ID always beginning with
"RW")
The VOR in Boulder City, right next to Las Vegas:
C1

C2

C3

V

K

2

Representing VK2----BLD
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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« En Route » waypoint EH604, near Schiphol airport (magenta colour) :
C1

C2

C3

W

E

H

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

C11

C12

E

H

6

0

4

Meaning: WEH----EH604
These tables are examples of how to enter data into the SID table spread sheet columns. In summary:
• The character in column C1 is the "TYPE"
• Characters in columns C2 & C3 correspond to the "FSX region code"
• The characters C4 to C7 correspond to the "optional ICAO Code" column except that by using the
EXCEL file entry for SID, STAR and approaches, you do not need to enter 4 characters when there is
no need for an ICAO code (Waypoint "En Route, VOR, NDB etc. ..). The gauge will automatically do it
for you by reading the data file. You will need to enter data into these areas only when you enter a
waypoint name in the FD-FMC using the "ICAO" button.
• The characters C8 to C12 correspond to the "WPT IDENT" column
•

The "Longitude" and "Latitude" columns are used only when you create a user waypoint that does not
exist in the database of FSX. For this, the "TYPE" column must contain the letter "U". You must
provide a username of your choice, with five characters in the "WPT IDENT" column and indicate the
latitude and longitude in decimal degrees !! For user waypoints "U", the area code and the ICAO 4character code is not required, so you have to leave the cells empty.
NOTE:
In the boxes C4 to C7, ie the ICAO airport code which depend on “terminal” waypoints, in my
experience I have had to enter data in this field for an NDB. This may be the case when an NDB is used
during a final approach (so it is close to the runway and generally in the center of it) This is the case for
example for CYUL - Montreal in Canada where NDB’s "ZUL" and "ZMT" must be declared as terminal
waypoints that is written like this:
"NCYCYULZUL".
So if you are ever faced with the non-creation of a VOR or NDB conventionally, add the ICAO airport
code and it should work. This situation is relatively rare.
Important : Some terminal waypoints are linked to small airports which have a ICAO code with
only 3 characters ; For an unknown reason, FD-FMC cannot create this type of waypoints in a
flight plan ; Also, you must create a new “En-Route” waypoint in the AIRAC (see chapter “D”) to
replace this type of waypoint.
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In this pack, you can find a file called « BDD_Waypoints_H-Sors.zip ». This file contains world
waypoints database updated end 2014,used by real aviation ; it was built by Hervé Sors, a huge work ! It
is a list of XML files, named by the 2 ICAO region code + « INT »(intersections). You have also a file
for all the VOR and one for all the NDB of the world.
E.g : Peru waypoints are located in the « SPINT.xml » file (SP is the Peru’s ICAO code and INT for
Intersections).
Hervé offers us his job. By cons, you cannot distribute in any manner this database; It was reserved to
Freenavdbgroup members private use ! Please, respect this condition!.
This is the reason why this « ZIP » file has a password.
Send me a email to get this password at the following address:
Francois.dore@freenavdbgroup.com
With these files, when you have missing waypoints in FSX, open the right file, search inside your
missing waypoint (use Notepad ++ ) , and do a copy and paste of missing waypoints in your
« ICAO.xml » file.
See chapter « D », to know more about « ICAO.xml » file.
Each waypoint in these files looks like the declaration below : Here waypoint , « ALBOX » located in
New Zealand, missing in FSX in FSX, is in NZINT.xml file; copy the whole block in your ICAO.xml
file.
<Waypoint waypointType="NAMED"
waypointRegion="NZ"
waypointIdent="ALBOX"
lat="-46.190275"
lon="169.535772"
magvar="-25.1">
</Waypoint>
In 99% of cases, you will find missing waypoints;

But if you don’t find it, see chapter «D » to know how add manually missing waypoints in your
« ICAO.xml » file.
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A 2.2.3 geographic coordinates Conversions

To convert geographic sexagesimals coordinates into the required decimal format a suggested site to use
is:
http://transition.fcc.gov/mb/audio/bickel/DDDMMSS-decimal.html (English)
http://www.1001maps.fr/index.php?page=022 (French)
Warning, do not indicate N, S, E or W in your figure in decimal degrees. The + or - sign will indicate
this information.

North = +

South = -

East = +

West = -

Of course there is no need to show + signs, but the "minus" signs are required. All longitude west of
Greenwich is a negative number and all latitude which is south of the equator is a negative number.
Attention: How geographical coordinates are shown on the maps are varied and there may traps.
In most cases, the coordinates are in Sexagesimal. For example: 43°34'45.32N
In this case, you enter the coordinates directly into the converter that I put in the link on the previous
page, and you will convert to decimal degrees.
If they are in decimal degrees, no conversion is necessary.
But beware, there is a special case (fortunately rare) where there is a mixture of two systems because
coordinates may be in degrees, minutes and hundredths of seconds! (This is rare)
I discovered this method of writing on Canadian charts and you have to be very careful because it can be
confusing:

On this Canadian map screenshot, localization is written in degrees, minutes and hundredths of
seconds!
This rating system recognizes the fact that there is a decimal point after the minutes (and not after the
seconds) , so this indicates that hundredths of seconds that are shown after decimal point.
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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So before using a Sexagesimal Degrees converter to convert into decimal degrees, we have to first
perform conversions hundredths of minutes into seconds.
Take for example the fix "KAROT". The specified latitude is N47 06.68. The point after the decimal
minutes, (and the fact that the decimal figures are greater than 59) clearly prove this particular rating.
The procedure is simple, just turn to the hundredths of minutes into seconds, before using the converter.
To do this, simply multiply the hundredth of a minute by 60 and divide by 100;
Which gives:
(68 * 60) / 100 = 40.80
So latitude DD / MM / SS for KAROT is: N47°06 '40.80”
It only remains to convert to decimal degrees with your favorite converter.
Caution :
Beware of waypoints near the border of airport regions. These can be different because the
waypoint can be the other side of the border (see at the end of the document with maps of area
codes).
Similarly, a terminal waypoint may belong to another airport close by, and in this case it
will mention the ICAO code of that airport.

EHAM SID block declarations

In this screenshot, you can see terminals waypoints (those there are the ICAO code of the airport
declared, and “En-route” waypoints (without ICAO code. Some of these waypoints have been created
because they didn’t exist in FSX databse; In this case, there are always “En-Route” waypoints.
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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Many waypoints are missing from FSX (because of the FSX BDD of 2005) and there are also cases
where it is necessary to create additional waypoints (turns) through “User” waypoints, declared with the
letter "U" in the type, and by Latitude and Longitude.
Early in the project, we used a complementary AIRAC from Graham Mitchell, who added over 100,000
waypoints to FSX, which allowed limited use of user waypoints.
However, this AIRAC had several drawbacks:
•
•

Some waypoints were duplicated (ie they already exist in FSX)
Some waypoints were incorrectly declared, and that made the FSX Flight Planner unusable
because these waypoints were linked to incorrect air routes. When we wanted to create a
flight plan based on high altitudes routes, FSX would then generate an unusual flight plan
with strange detours!

That's why I decided in May 2014 to abandon the Graham Mitchell AIRAC and build my own
AIRAC, which will include only the necessary waypoints created at each airport. Mostly they will be
declared as not being part of routes, so this will not to mess up the FSX Flight Planner. This AIRAC
will always be available and updated on the site : http://freenavdbgroup.com.
Refer to section “D Conversion of “User or missing waypoint in FSX””, to add them in FSX
waypoint database, for the procedure to convert your “user” waypoints and to allow simple
communication me to allow these to be added to the AIRAC file FreeNav DB Group. The procedure is
very simple and I'll take care of the compilation.
Waypoints "U" have a drawback: They do not appear (ie they have no dedicated symbol) in FSX, on the
FD-FMC chart or on the screen of the ND plane.
Once these “U” waypoints are added to the AIRAC following the EXCEL table method,they will be
integrated with FSX (this is the same method used by Graham Mitchell for its AIRAC file). So the
FreeNav DB Group will have its own AIRAC file.
There are exceptions to procedures such as “teardrop" approaches and will always require creating a "U"
type waypoint due to the way FSX handles succession waypoints in a flight plan (see section on the
“Teardrop Procedure Turns”).
On the other hand, when you create “ghost” waypoints to create a high trajectory curve, or when you
create waypoints for initializing a ARC-DME, you can leave these waypoints "U" type because they do
not exist in reality.
Use the FD-FMC display to show your plane at the airport in question, or use PLAN-G to verify the
existence of waypoints.
As shown in the map of the FMS or PLAN-G, magenta waypoints are “En-Route” waypoints so do not
require that we specify the ICAO code of an airport. Blue waypoints are the terminal waypoints,
therefore require that one indicates the ICAO airport code on which they depend (in the example below,
these are just "En-route" waypoints, except for the SID "ANDIK 1T" where the waypoint "MD24" is a
terminal waypoint, so you must specify the ICAO airport code.
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The best way to check if waypoint exists is to use PLAN-G; With PLAN-G, you can get all
information about any FSX navaid by approaching your mouse cursor but you can also use the FD-FMC
gauge and its buttons, to create (so test) the proper identification of the waypoint, creating waypoint you
want to test with the appropriate buttons (VOR, NDB, RTE-FIX, OWR-FIX). If the waypoint will be
created not in your flight plan, while it is visible on the map, it is that it has a different area code, or a
different ICAO code for Terminal waypoints. In this case, you can try to manually enter the full code of
the waypoint using ICAO, because the buttons previously cited are pre-formatted, they automatically fill
area codes and code ICAO in your place (you see them appear in Scratchpad window). Using ICAO
button, you can enter the full name to test the correct syntax of the waypoint. Careful to leave 4 spaces
between the area code and the name of the waypoint for all waypoints which are not blue when you
enter the name of this type of waypoint with FMS!
Last precaution, when you display the waypoints using the button «FIX» of FD - FMC, the VOR also
appear magenta, as if it were waypoints 'En route '. Sign that permits it to guess that a FIX is a VOR is
the fact that its name did that 2 or 3 characters, therefore press also "VOR" to display, in order to avoid
any confusion.
Some examples of the data entered in «SID_data» tab :When you scroll to the right blocks of waypoints,
I created a fixed component of the header, which remains still visible, in order to always have under the
eyes, the SID name and the number of waypoints of each SID.
Enter the total number of waypoints in the header once you have completed a line to avoid errors.
« User » waypoints « U » have always, an identity which can be the real waypoint name if it exists on
the airport chart. But with our new system of airport file conception with our own AIRAC, this sort of
waypoint will be transformed in real FSX waypoint after compilation in the AIRAC file (see chapter
« D ») .But in many cases, we need to create « User » waypoints, because some turns on the departure or
arrival procedure are not based on a waypoint, but on a radial and a distance for example. These
waypoints have no name on the airport charts; They are only “points” to turn.
A”User” waypoint is created in the EXCEL file by the following manner :
Type : U
Region code : leave empty cell
ICAO code : leave empty cell
ICAO Ident :Name of your choice from 2 to 5 characters (0 to 9, A to Z)
Latitude : Decimal degrees (with 6 to 8 digits max after decimal point), negative for south
Longitude : Decimal degrees (with 6 to 8 digits max after decimal point), negative for west
To create the name (Ident), you can use the FSX convention :For example, if the point is located on the
map at 10NM on the Radial 180 of a VOR, you can name your waypoint R180J
“R” is for radial
“180” for 180 degrees
“J”, because this is the tenth letter of the alphabet so it indicates a distance of 10 NM
Be careful when you draw radials in PLAN-G, with the magnetic variation. FSX dates of 2005, so when
you place your mouse cursor on a VOR, PLAN-G gives you the 2005 magnetic variation. Look at the
magnetic variation written of your airport chart, and do the difference to draw the right radial !
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The answers are whenever there is a need to fly a wide arc which requires the creation of waypoints for
proper trajectory, or when they do not exist in the FSX database (even supplemented by the Graham
Mitchell AIRAC) (I would turn into real waypoints). It is not necessary for “tight” radius corners.
To do this, first verify that there is not a waypoint that is suitable in FSX. If it does not exist, you can
use the coordinates in latitude and longitude(and performing conversion to decimal degrees) appearing
on all the charts to find the position of these waypoints, and / or use PLAN-G. For example waypoints
based on radial, you automatically provide the coordinates in decimal degrees, using the display
function course and distance (QDM) Right click and resulting context menu, or trace the radial from the
VOR or NDB. PLAN-G greatly simplifies life in this case!
Here is an example with the SID of runways 32L/32R of Toulouse-Blagnac (LFBO), which require
creating several waypoints for initial corners:

Extract of the SID, initial departures chart, LFBD
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I have circled in red, all waypoints that I must create. Those based on radial, are extremely easy to create
with PLAN-G, which allows to draw a line starting from a VOR or a NDB, with the indicated heading,
and after, with the QDM function by right click, you can locate your mouse cursor at the right distance
and with another right click at this point, select create a user waypoint and PLAN-G will give you the
coordinates in decimal degrees which you have to copy and paste in your EXCEL cells.
You can also use the "Circle" feature, which allows you to draw circles at the desired distances based
around a marker, and then, using the Radial function, find the intersection, which will determine the
position of your waypoint. These waypoints will remain in the "U" Format because they aren’t
official waypoint (they have no name on the airport chart) but you must give them a name in the
EXCEL tab (You can use method that I described p.23). Sometimes, by placing with PLAN-G these
waypoints, you find a existing waypoint in the FSX database which is at the right place : Of course, in
this case, use the existing waypoint and don’t create a “User” waypoint !
Remember also, that the FSX GPS anticipates the arrival at a waypoint, and the aircraft will switch to
the next waypoint before arriving at the waypoint in question. This varies with the advancing speed the
plane. It is about 1Nn for speeds below Nm 200kts, which is the case during the takeoff phase.

You can see on the screenshot above, “User” waypoints that I created for initial LFBO SID.
I called the waypoint on the 54° Radial of “TOU” VOR : “054TO”. The waypoint that I named 177RM
is the point where the aircraft must take the ROUTE MAGNETIC 177° on the map.
I used also, some FSX existing waypoints like “D337W” which was at the right place for my track.
This example is an extreme case. In most cases, there are very few user WPT’s to create.
See Chapter ARC DME to know use the radial function and QDM PLAN-G to easily create these
waypoints
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First of all, save your file normally in xls format. You should always keep the .xls file, should you make
subsequent changes.
Once you have saved the .xls file, delete unnecessary lines and columns.
For SID_index sheet, you can remove line 2 and cell 1B.
For the data sheet, delete the first two lines, blocks of unused waypoints in end of the line, starting from
the SID that contains the most waypoints. Attention must select from the first column of the next
block ie from the first unused "WPT x” column in the longest SID!"
Then save the sheet by selecting the dialog "save as" format CSV.
• Name the output file SID_index.csv for the index of the SID
• Name the output file SID_data.csv for the datasheet of the SID.
EXCEL you will display warning messages about commas and file format. Ignore these and say yes to
everything.
Once your 2 “.CSV” files backed up, exit EXCEL without saving, otherwise, it could change your
.xls file!

A 2.3.1 Eliminations of unnecessary commas in “.CSV” SID files.
Open your SID_index.csv file with a text editor such as Windows Notepad or better Notepad++, which
is a freeware, and is the best text editor that you can find.
It should look like this (I did not show the 99 SID for reasons of space):
99,,
07,NE,TIBER 7A
07,NE,OKUNO 6B
07,NE,OKUNO 5A
07,E,SIPRO 5C
………..
34C,S,ESINO 5H
34C,W,AGASA 6A
34C,NW,GILIO 7E
34C,NW,NEMBO 5A
34C,NW,PODOX 6E
34C,N,TIMOV 8A
SID Index - LIRF - Fiumicino - Roma - Italy,,
v3.0 - 04/2013 Revision 0,,
© Francois Dore - FreeNav DB Group,,
« SID_index.csv » file just saved of EXCEL.

We must remove two commas after the number of SIDs on the first line, and verify that there are no
commas at the end of each line, blank lines and the total number of line SIDs must correspond to the
number indicated on the first line.
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99
07,NE,TIBER 7A
07,NE,OKUNO 6B
07,NE,OKUNO 5A
07,E,SIPRO 5C
…………..
34C,S,ESINO 5H
34C,W,AGASA 6A
34C,NW,GILIO 7E
34C,NW,NEMBO 5A
34C,NW,PODOX 6E
34C,N,TIMOV 8A
SID Index - LIRF - Fiumicino - Roma - Italy
V4.0 - 10/2013 Revision 0
© Francois Dore - FreeNav DB Group
Require Freenav AIRAC 10142014 file : or later
© FreenavDBGroup
Go to http://www.freenavdbgroup.com
Fichier définitif de l’index des SID : « SID_index.csv »

Save your file. It is ready for use by the FMC.
Same with the SID data file (sorry for downscaling):

Gross output of EXCEL 'SID_data.csv' file.

Same operation must be removed at the end of each line, the commas too; but beware, each line must
end with two commas if the last waypoint of this line is a classic waypoint
(VOR, NDB, waypoint BDD FSX). These two commas correspond to columns "Longitude" and
"Latitude" which are empty.
By the way, if the last waypoint is a user waypoint, in this case, Longitude and
Latitude will be indicated, so do not leave two commas at the end of this line. Thanks to the new ability
to transform users true FSX waypoints, this will be extremely rare.

Final file 'SID_data.csv ': 2 commas at the end of each line, except if waypoint is “User” with latitude and longitude

Open the example CSV files that are attached to this manual and observe closely where the trailing
commas are used.
If there too many commas, or if the number of waypoints declared in the header for each line is
incorrect, the FMC cannot decode the file.
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A 2.3.2 Test in FD-FMC.
Once your SID files are created, it is essential to test them with FD-FMC. Indeed, the errors
most common are:
•
•
•
•
•

Forgetting commas that should be removed or, conversely, to add commas
An incorrect number of waypoints declared at the top line of the SID file
Using a waypoint that does not exist, and therefore will not be created.
The misreporting of a waypoint (bad syntax)
The typographical errors.

The test procedure is simple and methodical. The easiest way is to detect the first problem: commas or
numbers of waypoints in at each line SID.
Create a flight plan with your departure airport to airport. When your flight is launched, open FD-FMC,
and go to the F-PLN page, click the SID button, this will bring up the list of SIDs. If they do not appear
correctly, there is an error in your SID_index.csv file; Correct the problem in that file.
Once you display your index correctly, click on the last SID without loading. If the lower part of the
FD-FMC screen, does not display correct information about the selected SID, then there is a problem
with commas or reporting the number of waypoints in the top line.
To find out which line is concerned, click the previous SID, going down, and so on until the information
display the SID in the lower part of the screen is correct. From that point, you know what line the error
is. Correct the problem there and resume the operation.
Once all lines are checked, and there are no more errors, it is time to check the most tedious part: the
waypoints.
With no alternative but to check the SIDs one by one and delete them immediately. you
can start in order, ie the first. Add the first SID and click "DEL SID" and look in the right pane at the list
of waypoints: If after deleting a SID, the destination airport disappears (ie there is no more one waypoint
the departure airport) this means that your SID contains a waypoint that was not created correctly.
To find the waypoint, reload again and compare your SID: click again on his name in the index, as if
you reject the selection again. This will display a list of waypoints in your SID at the bottom of the FDFMC screen. Compare this with the list of waypoints created in the right pane of the window and you'll
see right away what waypoint was not created in the flight plan: Correct the error.
It is indispensable to test all SID !
Finally, the ideal is to test the real SID with an aircraft equipped with the FD-FMC, to see if behavior of
the aircraft is coherent (in particular the speed curves that may require speed constraints are applied).
The tests are essential, because if you leave a mistake in one of your files, it can make all data for FDFMC unusable. And the success of your airport is linked to the quality of its realization.
Good luck!
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A 2.3.3 SID summary
• Feel free to use the "LNAV engage" function. It is often essential to initiate a turn just after takeoff.
• Feel free to use the speed constraints relative to a waypoint when the SID has sharp turns. Limit the
speed of the aircraft if the route of the SID is not "softened". For example limit the speed between 190
and 220 kts according to turns.
• Always enter FSX airport runway numbers and not those in charts otherwise the initial track direction to
the first waypoint will not be created and the initial segment of the SID will not be correct.
• If you have add-on airport scenery, create the time to check your airport files function with the add-on
scenery. Some add-on scenery packs update runway numbers, or introduce new ILS etc ... assume that
everyone else does not have your add-on scenery. If you find that there are differences with the add-on
scenery, you can create a second version of the airport as a specific case. (That's what I did for example
with "Madeira", or the elevation of the airport is totally different from the FSX airport and the Aerosoft
scenery. In addition, the Aerosoft scenery truncates terminal waypoints for the original FSX airport
(since the BGL for the FSX airport is disabled by the scenery), This forced me to recreate these
waypoints for the "Aerosoft" variant. In this case, I created two separate files (one for the airport and a
default for the scenery you use) with an explanation file and installation.
• Remember to test all your SIDs, to be sure there are no errors in writing the files.
• Remember the focus of your SID is not the position of the last waypoint in the SID
to the airport, but the orientation of the last segment of the SID.
• Think about the order of SID: From the nearest northern runway, and write all the SIDs for this runway
starting from the north and going clockwise, then go to the next runway making the same rotation.
• Make sure that the order of SID reported in the index is exactly the same as the order of SID in the data
file (playback file by FD-FMC is sequential).
• Remember to send me your “U” waypoints (if you don’t use yourself the BGL Compiler SDK) that you
want to turn into true FSX waypoints as quickly as possible so that I can update the BGL file temporary
for your airport. After the files have been tested and when everything is OK, I will add your waypoints
to the FreeNav AIRAC.
• Be sure to number your Airport files version and update (if you realize in time that there are errors,
otherwise it will be quickly lost and I do not know that the latest version being . So first version = v4.00
version v4.01 and following …
• Be sure to number your version of their airport. For example the first version = v4.00, next version =
v4.01 ... etc
• Remember to include in your files, the number of the AIRAC you refer to, to be sure
that users load the updated version.
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A 2.3.4 Add blank lines
You can now (since FD-FMC 1.11) add blank lines as separator in SID list, to give more clarity, by
creating blocks per runway ident for exemple :

You can let these blank lines in your EXCEL workbook or create them when you « clean » commas in
.CSV files;
You have to respect the following :
In SID_index.csv file :
• Let blank line(s) totally empty.
• SID number declaration at the beginning of the file must include the number of blank lines
(which cannot greater than 102 !)
In SID_data.csv :
• Blank lines must have 9 commas without any value at the right position (Line L-1 according the
index lines).
On left, SID index with its empty lines, and on right, SID data file with blank lines are composed
of 9 commas. The number of SID include blank lines !
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STAR creation

STAR files creation following the same principle as for the SID; It is always organized with 2 files:
• 1 index file called “STAR_index.csv”.
• 1 data file called “STAR_data.csv”'
On the other hand, the creation of the STAR is more complex, because it often requires some work of
interpretation of the maps because STAR presentation is less universal, depending on the country.
In Europe, they are all built with same design, with a waypoint at the STAR end that it is in most cases
an IAF (Initial Approach Fix), This is the waypoint where approach to runways begins. Similarly, the
IAF has almost always holding pattern (Holding Pattern, spotted HDLG on maps).
American STARs are much more complex, because they can have several “exit doors” and their last
waypoint is very rarely an IAF. This is probably due to the fact that radar vectoring is systematic in the
USA, due to the heavy traffic.
When preparing STAR files, should also have on hand the airport final approaches charts (IAC instrument Approach Chart), it sometimes helps to understand the logic.
We must have a global vision of all STAR and approaches to properly build STAR data file.
Some airports are very easy (this was the case with Amsterdam EHAM, because charts are of an
absolute clearness, to be it at the level of the STAR or approaches to each track that are detailed and
unequivocal.
On the other hand, it is much more complex for other airports. It should be noted that some large
platforms did not published approaches for landing is required by the ATC radar vectoring (this is the
case for Chicago O'Hare, who did not approaches, or SID !).
As the US STAR, they are clear in themselves, the fix from making the link between the STAR and
approaches, because unlike Europe, the American STAR do not end by an IAF in most cases. So you
need to have approaches charts under the eyes, to create the end of the STAR when it is possible to
imagine the relationship between STAR and approach. Need to know interpret the charts and sometimes
imagine missing junctions.
Finally, some STARs include also approaches because instead of finishing on an IAF, they guide you
directly in the runway axis. (this is the case for example for Geneva Cointrin - LSGG).
The data are the same as for SID, with in more, for each waypoint, minimum and maximum elevation
data (today, FD-FMC use only minimums value),as well as maximum speed (managed by FD - FMC)
information.
A STAR typically involves waiting circuits (holding patterns), so waypoints data blocks have the
necessary fields to enter the information of these holding patterns.
In the end, there where each SID "waypoint blocks" had 7 possible cells, STAR “waypoints blocks”
include 15 cells, some of which may have several functions.
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Thus, FD-FMC can “manage” aircraft descent in the most realistic way possible, taking
into account speed and altitude constraints for each waypoint.
B 1 STAR data entry
B 1.1 STAR index form presentation
The seizure of the EXCEL STAR index sheet, works on the same principle as that of SID, with still in
first a red cell, the total number of STAR that will be written at last.
The STAR is limited to 66 up and each STAR can have up to 14 waypoints.

STAR Index sheet

The data in the index are as follows:
• Runway affected by the STAR
• The direction which corresponds to the orientation of the STAR first segment
• STAR name
• If the STAR is has instrument approaches.
But as for SIDs, it is best to take care of the STAR data sheet before completing index.
You can fill index sheet at last, by copy/paste columns "Runways" and "STAR NAME", thus avoiding
any risk of non-compliance of the order between the 2 final “.CSV” files.
Remember at the end to fill in the red box the STAR total number!
Finally, to understand the FD-FMC functioning during STAR procedure, keep in mind that in descent
phase, engines are idle (IDLE THR), so the FD-FMC adapts continuously aircraft descent angle, to
maintain descent rate. It can momentarily switch to SPEED mode, to level due to a waypoint altitude
constraint). But as soon as the aircraft crossed the STAR last waypoint, FD-FMC will put you in SPEED
mode with a descent rate fixed of 5.2% (3°) the standard descent rate.
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B 1.2 STAR data form Presentation

Any as the SID data entry sheet, STAR data entry sheet has a header (columns with a green background
title).

STAR data sheet

Columns “A” and “C” you seem perhaps redundant; But there is nothing, because the first column
indicates runways served by the STAR without any details, while the “C” column gives details about
approaches type available (ILS, VOR, RNAV…).
Example with KLAS-Las Vegas Mc Carran Airport

This is why the writing of the STAR really requires a comprehensive analysis of all maps, including
those of instrument approaches, in order to properly fill in the column "C".
Most of the time devoted to the STAR drafting, is in this interpretation, which is not always easy; But
the comprehensive analysis of all STAR and approaches is essential, especially with the US STAR,
which are complex because there is no clear link between STAR and Approaches.
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We'll start with a simple scenario, with EHAM Amsterdam Schiphol, which is the ideal Airport (aaah , if they
could be all like that...).

EHAM Amsterdam Schiphol STAR chart

So here's the overview of EHAM STAR. It is representative of the European “Standard” chart
representation. All STAR gather in a few final arrival points, which are the IAF (Initial Approach Fix),
and these IAF are all composed of a holding pattern.
Here, we have 14 STAR (their names are in red rectangles) and 3 IAF:
• SUGOL
• RIVER
• ARTIP
If you see the final approaches (IAC, Instruments Approach Charts) charts, all approaches to all EHAM
runways start from these 3 IAF (except runway 04). Brief that happiness.
In addition to the waypoints, important information to take into account observing the map are:
• Minimum altitudes, which can be shown to certain waypoints (and all circuits waiting)
• Maximum speeds, which can be also assigned from a waypoint and in circuits
• Holding patterns, need to raise magnetic headings and waypoint's departure.
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On this EHAM example, we find altitude information only in expectation of the IAF Holding patterns.
STARs can have at maximum 14 waypoints, grouped in the sheet of 14 data block (blue background
title), as the SID, but with more data by waypoint, since altitude and speed constraints are present, as
well as the possibility of having a holding pattern or DME-ARC or teardrop turn data.

Here is therefore the 15 data concerning each STAR waypoint(here, the fifth waypoints of the KLAS
STAR). Dark blue title columns must be filled, while sky blue title columns are optional, depending on
waypoint type or the particular circumstances.Compared to the SID, we have the following additional
information:
• ALT MAX: This value is not used today by the current version of FD-FMC, but if information
is present on the map, all be included, this will serve perhaps in a future version.
• ALT MIN or MEA: it is the minimum altitude to a waypoint passing, in order to respect altitude
constraints which are managed by FD-FMC. This information is mandatory. On the other hand,
as each waypoint that is represented on the map does not necessarily have this information, I will
explain further how to fill it in the chapter “Methodology”.
• MAX SPEED:As the minimum altitude, there is a trick to fill this cell, because the information
is not for each waypoint. We shall see in chapter “Methodology”.
• Procedure : Mandatory fields. This cell has 3 functions:
o Holding pattern: value = 1 (red text)
o Turn (“U-turn” or “Teardrop turn”): value = 2 (green text) (this function will be described
approaches chapter, because normally it is rarely used in the STAR)
o DME-ARC: value = 3 (orange text).Special procedure, sometimes presents in some STAR,
but especially in Approaches. See the chapter about DME-ARC.
o If the waypoint has no specific procedure, then value = 0.
The following 4 columns are directly linked to the procedure column and their value depends on
procedure type.
Red text: are holding patterns
Green text: concern turns with u-turn (concerning especially the approaches).
Orange text: Relate to the DME-ARC.
Please read the chapters about each of these procedures to have detail about their values.
If there is no procedure, then the Procedure column value is. = 0, then following 4 fields must
remain empty!
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B 1.3 Methodology
Foreword:
Before addressing the methodology chapter, I give you some explanations about how FD-FMC handles
aircraft descent.
FD-FMC “cut” a flight in different phases: take-off, intial climb, climb to flight level, cruise, descent,
approach and landing. Each phase is divided into several phases.
The descent phase begins from the moment have turned the process, when you have reached the TOD
(Top Of Descent), or because you have beaten this point, being in a RADIUS less than 200 NM from
the destination airport.
With “Managed” descent, engines thrust turn on idle (THR IDLE), and FD-FMC manages aircraft
descent path (angle of descent) to maintain “managed” or “selected” speed.
The descent is divided into three phases regarding speed :
If the aircraft is above the Conjonction altitude ( in the MACH mode), its initial descent speed is going
to be between Mach 0.72 and M0.78 according to selected Cost Index.
Then, the altitude of conjunction up to 11300 ft, its speed is going to be from 280 to 320 IAS according
to the Cost Index chosen
Below 11300 ft, it slows down to 250 IAS, and then from this altitude, speed decreases to approximately
2.5 kts lost 1000 ft increments.
These default speeds are where there is no speed constraint listed in all STAR segment. If a waypoint
has a Speed constraint, then FD-FMC will take account in its management of the descent.
Except very rare case where the first waypoint of a STAR is located very near the airport and at low
altitudes do not indicate minimum speed for the first waypoint of a STAR (unless it's a fairly high
as 280 knots ) even if it is indicated on the map, because keep in mind that FD-FMC applicable altitude
and speed waypoint data as soon as this waypoint becomes active; Otherwise, as soon as you are
activating the descent, the aircraft will have to slow down to the minimum speed that you specified for
this waypoint, and the descent is much longer in distance. The important thing is that the aircraft is at
the correct speed when it will cross the waypoint, but as FSX GPS anticipates the crossing of a waypoint
(up to almost 4 Nm high speed), it will take into account the speed and altitude of the next waypoint
before crossing the waypoint that was active.
For holding patterns, there is almost always a speed constraint indicated on the chart; But if the previous
waypoint and the waypoint following this circuit have no constraints of speed, it means that this speed
constraint must be applied only if the aircraft performs the holding pattern. So, a default speed value is
already used by FD-FMC, for holding patterns, according Aircraft data.
For example, on AIRBUS A320, speed automatically handled by FD-FMC in holding patterns is as
follows:
• If the aircraft is above 14000 ft: max speed = 265 knots
• If the aircraft is between 6000 and 14,000 ft: max speed = 230 Knots
• If the aircraft is below 6000 ft: max speed = 200 Knots
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So if there is no minimum speed value specified in the waypoint data which has an holding pattern, FDFMC applies one anyway according to the criteria listed above (but only if the aircraft is running the
holding pattern). If you specify a minimum speed value to a waypoint for holding pattern, this speed
constraint will be applied, even if the aircraft is not running the holding pattern. When FD-FMC has 2
speeds information, it use always the lowest value. So it is rarely necessary to indicate a speed constraint
in a holding pattern.
The end of the descent and the failover in approach mode akes place when the aircraft exceeds the last
STAR waypoint, unless it remains in hold on this last waypoint.
This phase change is very important, because during the STAR, the aircraft descended in THR IDLE
mode, with engines idling, and so it handles the descent angle to maintain autopilot “managed” or
“selected” speed.
As soon as the aircraft crossed the last STAR waypoint, it switches to approach mode and THR IDLE
mode is replaced by SPEED mode; From this moment, descent will perform a constant descent path of
5.2% (3 °), and the A/THR will handle the engines thrust in order to maintain the “managed” or
“selected” speed.
This descent plan may be amended if the pilot switches to FPA mode (Flight Path Angle) and in this
case, he imposes a path angle of descent.
As speed or altitude information are not mentioned for each waypoint on STAR charts, I proceed as
follows:

Recommended method:
Start by filling only identification fields of your STAR waypoints you're dealing, That’s means:
•
•
•
•
•

The number which indicates the position of the each STAR waypoint
TYPE (V, N, W, U)
The region code (except for “U”type)
The ICAO code only for Terminal waypoints or runways (sometimes, some NBD)
The identifier the WPT (2 to 5 characters).

Leave empty all other cells value of the line for the moment, and complete your line fully specifying all
your waypoint, ordered.
Use PLAN-G map, to verify if waypoint exist in FSX.
Pay attention, for border airports, the waypoint region code can be differ if it is located across the
border, So check with your mouse pointer in PLAN-G, by move it near the waypoint, its ICAO and
region code. So you can use the ICAO button of FD-FMC to write waypoint name according to
conventions that I listed in Chapter 2.1.1 to check the syntax of the WPT is good, and that it is correctly
created in the flight plan. FD - FMC allows to test all your WPT instantly, and after you can erase with
the button ' of “DEL” (see FD-FMC manual to learn how to create waypoints in a flight plan with the
gauge).
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After creating your STAR Waypoint line (having indicated all waypoint chronologically, inside),
without worry at the moment of the special procedures such as DME-ARC or holding patterns, you will
now go to the end of the line, at the last waypoint, to register the altitude and speed constrains
information, starting from the end to go to the beginning of the line.
Why? Because the last waypoint of a STAR has always altitude and speed information, which will allow
to inform each waypoint by going backwards.
If I am yet based on the EHAM STAR chart, page 33, you can observe that only the IAF have speed and
altitude information:
For all IAF :
Altitude max = FL 100
Elevation min = FL 70
Speed max = 250 IAS
So to fill our array, we will assign to the last waypoint of each STAR a minimum altitude of 7000 ft and
a maximum speed of 250 IAS.
Then, going to the beginning of the STAR, we do not fill the max speed value of each waypoint,
because there is no speed constraint indicated and therefore the speed calculated by FD - FMC will be
taken into account. And for all waypoints, we'll set minimum altitude to 10000 ft, since this is the
minimum arrival altitude on the IAF and that no other altitude is indicated on the course.

It is compulsory to indicate a minimum altitude at each waypoint for the STAR,
It is highly recommended to set to 0 the minimum speed at first waypoint
In the absence of specific information, enter the minimum altitude of the following WPT. That is why it
is easier to fill these fields from the end. On the other hand, this altitude can go only down (aircraft
cannot during a STAR), so must be a coherence in these elevations, which are seen as "targets" by FDFMC.
On the next page, you will find the waypoints list forming 4 STAR ending at RIVER. You will notice
that to dial the name of the STAR, I use the name, followed by a point, and ending by the name of last
waypoint (IAF).
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First waypoint of each EHAM STAR :

You can see that the majority of first waypoints of EHAM have a region code that is not the Netherlands
region code (“EH”). Because these waypoints are located on other countries (“EG” for England, “EB”
for Belgium). PLAN-G is indispensable to get the waypoints’s region code.
You can see also, that at the line 15, the waypoint “PUTTY” is a terminal waypoint (blue colour on the
PLAN-G or FD-FMC map), and it depend of a Belgium airport (EBAW), so the ICAO cell must be
filled. Without PLAN-G, you might not get this information
As chart doesn’t give minimum altitude information, we consider that there is no altitude constraint and
we fill the minimum altitude cell with the end of STAR value, that is the only that we have.
Please, note that speed must be always set to 0 for the first STAR waypoint.

Second waypoint :

Le troisième waypoint

You can see than for the second waypoint, some of them are terminals waypoints, linked to EHAM.
(ICAO code is filled).
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Third waypoint :

You see that the 3rd waypoint of all “RIVER” and “SUGOL” STAR is the IAF, with their holding
patterns. Please, note in the column “AT”, digit has a value equal to 1 or 2 : This digitr give the hand of
the holding pattern; “1” indicates that holding pattern is left hand (first turn to the left), “2” indicates
that holding pattern is right hand. See the chapter B 1.4 Holding pattern to know how to code holding
patterns.

I haven’t written a speed constraint at “RIVER”, because this IAF is far from destination airport and
approaches which start from “RIVER” increase the distance, and the speed constraint written on the map
is only if you use a holding pattern. Remember that FD-FMC manages itself speed if a holding pattern is
engaged, according altitude, aircraft must be above 14000 feet at “RIVER” for have a speed more than
250 knots. This case is unlikely.
But for IAF “SUGOL”, approaches are more short, so I decided to set a the 250 knots speed constraint
at “SUGOL” to force the aircraft to slow.
This is the example, where you can see that is very important to fill the STAR and Approaches EXCEL
sheet, with all maps, for to have a global vision of the aircraft path.
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Take another example with LFBD, Bordeaux, or some intermediate waypoints have altitude constraints.

With this LFBD map, you can see many information about altitude constraints of STAR. You can see
that at each first waypoint of all STAR, you have an altitude with a line above the value. That’s means
that you must be under this altitude when you pass this waypoint. This altitude is a Maximum, not a
minimum !
So, you can see that the STARs come from VOR “CAN” and “LMG” to IAF “VAGNA” You have a
constraint of 7000 feet at “BD011”; Here, this is a minimum, that you must write in the EXCEL sheet,
because the line is under the value. Same thing about “CHALA” which has a maximum (19000 feet) and
a minimum (16000 feet). Today, maximum altitude data, is not used today by FD-FMC, but maybe in
future version it will used. But minimum altitude is required for all waypoints, you must write this data
for each waypoint. Here, for STAR “ENSAC”, “MIRBA”, “BGC”, “VELIN” and “ROYAN”, minimum
altitude of each waypoint will 5000 feet, the altitude of the IAF, because there is no other altitude
constraints on these STAR. But for “CAN” and “LMG”, you will write the altitude constraints of
intermediates waypoints.
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Last note for altitudes; You can see on some charts, in fine characters, written along the tracks. These
altitudes are not always to be taken into account as may be of minimum safety altitudes below which it
is prohibited to descend. They called MSA (Minimum Safe Altitude). Must take them into account, if
you have strictly no other indication on the map.

As a general rule, only elevations marked in bold or large characters, with sometimes a line underneath,
or framed by 2 stroke are to take into account, as well as those listed in “HLDG" or holding patterns.

You will notice that in this example of Bordeaux, at the level of the IAF speed of 220 IAS, so you must
specify this value in the column "MAX SPEED" for these waypoints.
You must specify the value "MAX SPEED" when it is less than 300 kts above 11300 ft and less than
250 kts, below 11300 ft when holding patterns is near the destination airport or if the speed is very low.

Think that any waypoint must have a minimum altitude without exception and that it must be
equal or greater than the minimum altitude of the waypoint following, otherwise, FD-FMC will
not be able to interpret the data and will not work properly.
It is that a matter of logic, during the managed descent, FD-FMC needs constantly an altitude
target
Also consider the fact that FD-FMC works still with a waypoint in advance, since when you pass a
waypoint, the next waypoint becomes active, and the data that go with; So be careful to indicate
altitudes and speeds in the right places. The data being used in FD-FMC are data from the
following waypoint (the active waypoint
If a minimum altitude is placed along a segment of road, it is the waypoint in end of this segment
which must have this altitude, and not the waypoint in the beginning of the segment.
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This with the aim of you show that the method from the last waypoint to go to the first to enter altitudes,
avoids errors. The 2 STAR HEC to BLD and DAG to BLD end at VOR Boulder (BLD). So once you
have entered all the waypoints IDs in the line, enter the altitudes beginning by the end:
BLD =
CRESO =
WHIGG =
SARAS =
DANBY =
JOKUR =

7000
7000
12000
12000
12000
24000

HEC and DAG (departure of the 2 STAR points) 24000
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If a waypoint has a holding pattern, you must indicate in the column “Procedure”, setting cell value to 1.
FD-FMC can manage 4 different procedures of holding patterns; Indeed, a circuit may be left or right,
and we can enter in the "direction of travel" gold arriving in front; that gives 4 possible combinations.
The basic principle is that it is always bound to a waypoint, and that this waypoint is always placed at
the beginning of the first corner. The right segment which is in line with this waypoint is the initial
segment; It is often part of the trajectory of the flight plan.
The opposite segment, which never passes by the reference waypoint, and who is always outside the
trajectory of the flight plan is the opposite segment. It is imperative to understand this basic principle,
otherwise the system will not work.
Let's start with the circuits that are "in the sense of the path" because they are the most frequent. Here is
a circuit “left hand”:

The reference waypoint (in red) is always placed just before the first corner.
Circuit turns to the left, so the value of the “Turn” column will be = 1
The initial segment is the segment that passes through the waypoint, so “Init Hold HDG” = 325
The opposite segment (“Opposite Leg HDG”) is therefore = 145
The length of the circuit ("Leg Distance in seconds") is sometimes shown on the map; In most cases, it
is 1 min, so the value to indicate is (always in seconds) = 60 (for circuits at high altitudes, it may be 90
seconds or more).If your entry is far of the circuit axis, increase this value, for leave the time at the
aircraft to take the initial trajectory.
This distance can be also indicated in NM (7 or 10 generally); Turn 45 for 7 NM and 60 s to 10 NM.
In absence of information, set to 60.But if your entry is far of the circuit axis, think to increase this
value.
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Now, a “right hand” circuit :

Exactly the same principle, except that the value "Turn" will be = 2
Typically, you have always a speed indication in holding patterns, it is not necessarily essential to
mention it in the column «Speed Max», because FD-FMC manages speed in holding patterns, according
to data from the aircraft manufacturer (see below). It is really essential to set a speed value only if it
does not concern the circuit, but the waypoint itself, or if the value is lower than that shown below!
I recall that, for example, for the Airbus A320, default values are as follows:
Above 14000 ft
From 6000 to 14000 ft
Below 6000 ft

: 265 IAS
: 230 IAS
: 200 IAS

You might need to use the speed brakes (Speed Brakes) to slow early in the circuit.
Therefore, in the absence of “speed” information at the waypoint in the holding pattern, FD-FMC will
solve the speed of the plane on one of these values. On the other hand, if you have specified a speed
value in the holding patterns waypoint's, this value will be used and not the "manufacturer" value. But if
you specify a minimum speed value, it will be taken into account even if the pilot does not perform the
holding pattern, therefore, be careful to not indicated systematically but only if it's really necessary
compared with the likely altitude will has the aircraft at this point of the STAR.
But it may be that you arrive in the opposite direction of the holding pattern. This is why I represented
on diagrams, 2 colored areas. For now, we have seen the case where the aircraft comes close to the same
meaning as the circuit, it means arriving in the blue sector.
The line forms an angle of 90 ° on either and of another in relation to the initial segment of the circuit. If
the aircraft arrives by the orange sector, a special procedure (procedure defined by ICAO) defines how
the aircraft will enter in the circuit and will maneuver to go in the right direction.
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In this case, to indicate the following values:
Hold Pattern = 1
Turn = 3 (marked “Opp–L” (opposite Left) in the “Circuit” column
Init Hold HDG = 325
Opposite Leg HDG = 145
Here is the actual path that will perform the aircraft managed by FD-FMC, in this case. It will cut the
circuit on a diagonal, to go in the good movement sense when it will turn back.
When aircraft will arrive to the reference waypoint, it will do the classic holding pattern path.
Be careful : In many STAR, the IAF has this type of holding pattern and it is necessary to execute it at
least one time, because this is the manner for aircraft to begin approach with the right trajectory.
In this case, you will write in the text file about airport information (called your airport ICAO.txt) that
you will create at the end of your work on your aiport, that for this STAR, it is mandatory to execute this
holding pattern before landing.
This “text information file” is readable from FD-FMC and pilots will have access to this information
See the chapter E Creation of the file “ICAO.txt” to know how create this text file.
You will notice that only the “Circuit” value change (here 3 instead of 1). The other values are identical
where one arrives in the sense of movement.
Therefore the value “Circuit” value = 3 for “left hand” circuits, with front entrance and = 4 for the
“right hand” front entrance circuits. Other values remain unchanged, as if the arrival path was in the
direction of the circuit.

This is the only value that changes!

Sometimes, in some STAR, Aircraft has to maintain a certain altitude until the holding waypoint, and
holdiong altitude is lower that the arriving leg; In this case, this is mandatory to execute the holding, to
lose altitude. This particulary case is describe in the chapter
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Here is a concrete example of front entrance in a circuit; It's the holding pattern above Schiphol EHAM
airport (based on VOR SPL). Coming from IAF “RIVER” from the Southeast, for runway 36C
approach, you must do at least, one half circuit to take the right way for final approach.

You can see in the screenshot above, how is coded this holding pattern in the “RIVER” Approach sheet.
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A DME-ARC is a turn whose radius of curvature is at constant distance by report a VOR -DME. (DME
is Distance measuring equipment).This procedure is quite rare in the STAR but very common in
approaches. However, I will take an example here in a STAR (Same process in an approach).
Here, too, we have 2 cases: either the aircraft enters a VOR radial, so will have to initiate a prior turn to
put himself in the trajectory of the ARC or the aircraft may arrive in a tangential way on the ARC,
which is a case of easier to treat.
Let's start by the most difficult way: a radial arrival.
Here is the STAR of the runway 25 (26 in FSX) LFRH Lann Bihoué airport – Lorient FRANCE

We will work with the DME-ARC of Star “ARE 1 K”, to the North. We take advantage to make a
summary of the information that we find on this map.
For altitudes, the only indications that we have are those fine print along the trajectories, so we'll be
using by default in the absence of other indications. The first altitude that we find is 4500 ft to point
"20NM BH. So it will be necessary to create this waypoint (by use a “User” waypoint), to enter the
altitude information. Beyond this waypoint, altitude is at 3000 ft.
ARC is based on an VOR named BH, with a radius of 17 NM.
Our first surprise, VOR-DME BH does not exist in FSX; It is called LOR, so we will have to indicate in
the table of data, the VOR LOR and not BH (we are obliged to use data from FSX or we have the
possibility to create a new VOR called BH in the Freenav AIRAC; See chapter “D”).
To create this type of ARC, we have to create 3 waypoints: 2 of them are marked on the map:
• One located on the “ARE “ radial 171 ° and 20 NM of BH (but that will be “LOR” for us)
• One that sits at the end of the ARC, on the NDB “LOR” radial 66 °.
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But we'll have to create a third waypoint, at the beginning of the ARC, in order to bring the aircraft in the ARC
trajectory, because to get a right trajectory, aircraft must be initially, in the ARC track. To create these WPT,
PLAN-G is a fantastic tool and that will simplify our task. Start FSX by creating a flight plan arriving at this
airport and run PLAN-G. With FD-FMC map, we see immediately the error in the appellation of the VOR de
Lorient, which is called LOR or place of BH:

Note its frequency:
of 115.80 Mhz

In PLAN-G menu “Home”, set the distance of the circles to 17 NM, display of a single circle. Then,
zoom in on the VOR “LOR”, makes a click right above, and select from the pop-up menu: "show
distance circles). Then move the map on the VOR ARE, to the North, click it, and choose "display
radial»: enter the radial 171 ° over a distance of 40 NM. You will get this:
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We see that we have 2 existing waypoints: “D173J” and “D1730” on the radial. We will check with the
PLAN-G function "QDM: heading and distance" the position of these 2 waypoints from NDB LOR. In
the “View” menu, select the “information” icon which will display a small window in PLAN G. right
click on the NDB “LOR” and choose “QDM: heading and distance” and trace a line to the waypoint.
You can see in the PLAN-G window the distance:
“D173J” is at 24.9NM NDB “LOR” which is the point of the official map where altitude changes:
perfect! “D1730” is at 20NM from the NDB “LOR”, what is the first point of the shift to the DME
ARC: once again, it is perfect.So we'll get these 2 waypoints into the line of our STAR. Now we must
create waypoints to the turn of the aircraft so that it ends up in the path of the ARC. Think that the FSX
auto pilot anticipates the waypoint passage, with a variable distance against speed. Here, the aircraft will
be 220 IAS, anticipation is close to 1.5 NM at this speed.

Here are 2 waypoints created with PLAN G that will allow an entry in ARC. Allow at least a distance of
4 NM between the 2 waypoints (use the “QDM” function in PLAN G to measure distances), and the
second must always lies on the circle of the ARC; And by imagining the virtual path of the aircraft, it is
necessary that the aircraft is in the heading of the circle at this time. You can name your waypoint as
you see fit, but with a maximum of 5 characters.
The purpose of these waypoints is that the aircraft take a tangential trajectory of arc.
Copy the coordinates of the 2 PLAN-G’s waypoints in your input EXCEL sheet; No conversion to
perform, PLAN G gives in decimal coordinates of origin. On the other hand, it provides coordinates
with precision far too much and unnecessary for FSX; Indeed, you will find yourself with numbers with
more than 10-digit after the decimal point, which is not necessary (the precision required by FSX is 6
digits after the decimal point). Therefore delete numbers in excess, because it could cause a bug in FDFMC. Limit yourself to 8-digit after the decimal point.
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It has yet to create the last waypoint of the ARC, one where it ends (that I will call “ARC03”). It is in
the latter waypoint of ARC that information will be encoded in the EXCEL cells, since the FSX GPS to
“target”' always the next waypoint, so it's exceeding waypoint “ARC02”, and therefore this is when
waypoint “ARC03” will become active, that will start the ARC, the ARC informations will be stored in
waypoint “ARC03”.
To do this, always following the indications of the map, just draw with PLAN-G, the NDB “LOR”
radial 66 °.

But as FSX anticipates the crossing of the waypoint, I shifted ARC03 about 1 NM in the radial, so that
the bend starts at the right place, before heading to KERAK.
It remains only to enter data into the EXCEL sheet.
The Waypoint ARC01
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And now, Waypoint ARC03, which contains ARC data:

Note the coding:
“Procedure” value = 3 to indicate that it is a DME-ARC.
“ARC-DME” Value = 2, this cell indicates the position of the beacon relative to you then give the
direction of the curve (here, the beacon is at your right during ARC).
ARC FRQ: Value = 115.80. Enter the frequency of the FSX VOR, not shown on the map
Unfortunately, we are obliged to adapt to the FSX database errors. Radio NAV2 will be used by FDFMC during the procedure.
Ident ARC : Value = LOR, name of reference VOR
RADIUS ARC in NM: value = 17, for the 17NM of radius of arc compared to the reference VOR.
Now, our ARC is completed and during the flight, you can check the accuracy of the trajectory by
placing the VOR2 switch on position VOR (because FD-FMC uses the radio NAV2 to DME-ARC
process. Thus, the distance from the reference VOR will appear live in the bottom right of the ND.
Check now by a concrete flight:
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Close-up on the waypoints that we have created: do not rely on the trajectory, because....
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... in PLAN-G, we can check the real trajectory followed by the aircraft on the DME-ARC.

If you correctly position your waypoints, FD - FMC will ensure an accuracy of +/-0.5 NM, while it is
tolerated in the real world, a tolerance of +/-1 NM.
More you will position your entry points specifically, more your bow will be accurate. The most
important being to imagine the aircraft trajectory, always bearing in mind the fact that it anticipates the
waypoints passage, so its path is tangential to the arc at the level of the entry waypoint, preceding the
waypoint containing the ARC data.
The entry waypoint, and the waypoint in end of ARC must be on the radius of the ARC at the level of
the distance from the reference VOR!
Additional waypoints that you create for an DME-ARC can remain in the format “U “. The other case is
when the aircraft is almost in the heading of the ARC. In this case, simply create a waypoint of entry,
which must be imperatively on the circle of the DME-ARC, and an end waypoint (also, positioned on
the ARC’s circle ) which will contain ARC’s data. These waypoints can be existing in the FSX
database.
This is the case for example for the approach to KLAS - Las Vegas Mc Carran runway 01L.
This approach has an DME-ARC, which, if it occurs by the VOR of Boulder city (BLD), does not
require the creation of specific waypoints. The entry waypoint and the end exist.
The entry point is Waypoint "DISCA" and the end point of ARC is waypoint «HETAX».The radius of
the ARC is 14 NM, based on the "LAS" VOR - DME, Las Vegas
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DME-ARC of KLAS 01L approach, located between “DISCA” and “HETAX” with a radius of 14 NM.

Ici, aucun waypoint à créer, puisque la STAR se termine au VOR « BLD », donc l’avion se présentera
avec une trajectoire tangentielle dès le début de l’ARC.
Here is the path of the plane, which came from the West (VOR "BLD"), which is the end of the STAR.
He conducted a holding pattern and then took the direction of "DISCA", ARC's entry point, ending at
"HETAX", before landing on the 01L. Here, I did not need to create the lesser waypoint; The existing
were perfectly positioned.
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As I have already explained, the logic of operation of FD-FMC is as follows: the name of the last
waypoint of a STAR, will serve as the name of call for an approach file, which can contain one or more
approaches. Until now, we have seen simple cases, it means that on the maps, the last waypoint of a
STAR is an IAF, therefore the first waypoint of one or several approaches.
But this idyllic scenario is not always. Most European aeronautical charts work in this way, but this is
not the case in many other countries, where the review of maps, it is not necessarily a link between the
end of a STAR and the beginning of an approach.
this is there that we will have to use our imagination, to create this missing link. the result will not
always realistic, but we cannot do otherwise, because if maps have not junction between the STAR and
the approach, it means that in the real world, this is ATC who will guide the aircraft in this phase. But,
as you know, the FSX ATC is far from satisfactory, and FD-FMC aims to fly under IFR without FSX
ATC services.
I propose to examine the case of Tunis/Carthage - DTTA.
You will find in this manual folder, a folder named «DTTA», with the EXCEL data file, the final ".csv"
files seized and a subfolder including all charts.
The DTTA’s particularity and that the arrivals tracks (STAR) stop all within a virtual radius of 30Nm
from the airport, converging to it, but without detail.
Approaches files represent all IAF, with approaches's departures, but which are not connected to the
STAR; Finally, some tracks's approaches start from the Tunis VOR, almost in the centre of the airport,
with a holding pattern, but whose orientation varies by or you arrive (see map on next page).
So my personal interpretation has been to stop STARs at the circle of 30 Nm of Tunis VOR, and to
create as many files of approaches and possible configurations depending on the approach charts.
When the STAR ends near an IAF, I put this IAF in last waypoint of the STAR and uses this IAF to
build dedicated approaches.
For others, I created a file of approach for each of the last waypoint of my STAR, so, each approach
contained in each approach file can have an dedicated entry in holding pattern of Tunis VOR, to stand in
the right direction for landing.
Watch property DTTA maps file in the Charts's folder and the XLS file.
Next page, you will find maps of TUNIS arrivals; I surrounded by a red circle, waypoints which will be
the last points of the different STAR, and each of these waypoints will be a approach file that will bear
the name of the waypoint.
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As you can see, the map of Tunis approaches is not very detailed and most importantly, there is no link
between end of arrivals and the IAFs represented on the approach charts.
So each of my STAR will begin with one of the waypoints that are on the edge of the map (DOPEL,
NOLSI, ABOAB, SUSIP, TUPAL, SOVAK, RELBA, SFX, KIRAS .....) and end with the last waypoint
in each path, located in the surroundings of the 30 NM circle from Tunis (MEDAR, BADIL, ICANI,
CBN, DIDON...)all those that I have circled in red, who will serve as IAF.
Approaches files will bear the name of these IAF.
By then from these transitions, I am now able to build files from approach, already because most of the
approaches of Tunis, such as runway 29, below, start of VOR "TUC", which is an IAF, which converge
all STAR and on the other hand, some STAR will pass near or directly in the path of the IAF
represented on some maps of approach.
So in this particular case, STARs do not end at an IAF, but these are approaches that will start by an
IAF.
This method is essential, because as you can see in the map below, the entry in the holding pattern of
VOR “TUC” will be different, depending on where the aircraft originated (front entrance if you arrive
from the North, classic entrance if you arrive from the South). So as this VOR will be the first waypoint
for each approach file, and each of these approaches will be dedicated to a STAR, this will allow to
properly encode holding patterns, according to the direction where plane arrives.
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Thus, to Tunis / Carthage, each file will contain approaches starting from the holding pattern of the
VOR "TUC" whose orientation will be coded according to the direction of arrival, but in addition, some
approaches files will be created from the others IAF, when STARs's trajectory passes near.

Runway 01 approaches have the IAF "MARSA" and "ZAHRA". These IAF are on trajectories from
STAR "SUSIP" and "CBN", so I'll be able to create files of approaches, called "MARSA.csv" and
"ZAHRA.csv" to encode these approaches and also the STARs "SUSIP.MARSA" and CBN.ZAHRA ".
Here is another example of DME-ARC, and to prepare the coding of these ARC, I prepare my PLAN-G
map as follows:
I will prepare in first DME-ARC "MARSA" and after that "ZAHRA" sharing the same track on the final
part.
We must begin by tracing the distance circle around the VOR "TUC" (here, with a distance of 13 Nm,
and create user waypoints "U" to create the tangential inlet in the ARC, and then using function "Show
radial" of PLAN-G, I can determine the "keys" waypoints that are used to code the ARC and the ARC
exits.
On the next page, you will find screenshots, showing you this preparatory work in PLAN-G. Although
the following regarding the approaches, I placed it in the chapter STAR.
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“ARC01” and “ARC02” will be 2 waypoints for the tangential inlet in the ARC from “MARSA”. The
ARC code in the EXCEL sheet will begin only from the waypoint “TC024”; this is the one that will
contain the data related to ARC (Procedure = 3, turn = 2 frequency of the VOR, etc.)
Following waypoints (“TC035”, ”R174” and “R180” resume these data, to continue the ARC). The
waypoint which is the radial 174 corresponds to a lower speed/altitude, and the waypoint on the radial
180° is the exit waypoint of the ARC
Despite this, this waypoint will always be coded with ARC data (that is to say procedure = 3, turn = 2
.....)
There is only from the waypoint "11DME" that ARC data are not present in the file.
The next page, you have the almost the same configuration, but for the DME-ARC from “ZAHRA”.
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Same scenario, “TC035” and “ARCZR” serve as entry waypoint, the coding of the ARC will be
inscribed for the waypoint 'U' (green dot on my map), located on radial 174°.
So, as you can see, you must have sometimes imagination, because maps are not always very clear, on
the STARs and approaches, and it will be for you to find the link between the two.
There is also the case for some airports (in the USA especially), where there is no STAR. In this case,
you can create fictitious STAR, formed only by two waypoints. Just create 4 “U” waypoints
approximately 5 nm from the IAF of the approach, at the four cardinal points around this IAF (it must
have a holding pattern). One waypoint to the North, one in the East, one to the South and one at west;
So you can organize approaches, following the direction by which you arrive. I proceeded thus for
example KASE Aspen/Co Sardy, in Colorado.
This allows to have 4 arrivals, coming from all directions, by coding the holding circuit of the IAF
according the direction by which it arrives.
Note :
In a DME-ARC, you can use several waypoints, with each the DME-ARC data, to decreae altitude and
speed.
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It is imperative to understand how FSX GPS works to properly fill Altitude and Speed constraints cells
in the EXCEL datasheet.
There are two particular concepts to always keep in mind:
The « Active » Waypoint is always the next waypoint in the flight plan ( « Target » Waypoint)
FSX anticipates arrival to a Waypoint, with a distance according aircraft ground speed. This distance
can have a range from 0.2 Nm at low speed, almost 4 Nm at high speed. This has the consequence that
the target Waypoint of your flight plan flight plan becomes active (‘and therefore all data related to it in
your EXCEL form), before you have crossed the previous Waypoint.
This mechanism has implications about speed constraint concept that is related to the passage of a
waypoint on your STAR or Approach chart. While on the chart, speed constraint is specified for a
particular waypoint, it means that it should apply from the waypoint.

Imagine a STAR with 3 Waypoints: « A », « B » and « C ». Imagine that our STAR has a speed
constraint at the waypoint « B » 250 IAS and altitude constraint of 12000 ft, which means two things:
You must not go below 12 000 ft long as you have not exceeded the waypoint « B »
You must be a maximum of 250 IAS from Waypoint « B ».
But in our aircraft, as soon as you started your descent, « B » waypoint will become the « Active »
waypoint once you have crossed « A » waypoint (even 2-3 Nm even before reaching « A », because
FSX GPS anticipation phenomenon. so if you have registered waypoint « B » altitude and speed
constraints in the EXCEL sheet, the 250 IAS speed constraint will be applied from the waypoint « A «
as soon as you crossed » A « , because » B « will become the » active « waypoint.
As much this phenomenon is perfectly adapted to altitude constraints (since you should not go below
12000 ft) unless you have not reached « B », as this may prove to be very embarrassing about speed
constraints; Imagine you have a large distance between « A » and « B », then the aircraft will travel that
distance at low speed with no reason, since the constraint is mandatory only from « B ».
So in this case, we must shift the speed constraint of one waypoint (set speed constraint to waypoint « C
»), because « C » data will be applied to the FMC when Aircraft reaches « B », but since it there is the
phenomenon of anticipation associated with ground speed, « C » will become active 2-4 Nm before
aircraft reach it, so you have time to slow down, if necessary with Speed brakes.
If distance between « A » and « B » is very small, so it’s not worth it to offset the speed constraint, for
precisely this distance will slowdown area.
Warning: This optional « constraint » offset only applies speeds! Altitudes must be at each waypoint,
according to the chart, never stagger!
It is also for this reason that we must never set speed constraint for the first waypoint of a STAR.
To give a real world example, here, a LFPG – Charles de Gaulle, France STAR chart :
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You can observe that « KOLIV » Waypoint has a speed constraint of 250 IAS and no minimum altitude
constraint. For the altitude constraint, we will put the next waypoint altitude which is very close, or
10,000 ft.
But about speed constraint, we will indicate different values, according where we come from :
STAR that come from Dieppe (VOR-DPE) or Deauville (VOR-DVL) includes a waypoint named «
SOKVI » located 10 Nm before KOLIV. So in this case, we can set the 250 IAS speed constraint at «
KOLIV » because it will apply as soon as Aircraft has passed « SOKVI » but as he is left with only
10Nm to cross, this will slow without penalizing the flight time .:
By cons, with STAR from Caen (VOR-CEN), you can see that there is a distance of 34nm between
‘KENOP « and » KOLIV « ; So if we enter the EXCEL sheet the constraint of 250 IAS at « KOLIV »,
this speed constraint will be applied as soon as the aircraft has crossed « KENOP » (since it is at this
point that « KOLIV » becomes the flight plan active waypoint ), so aircraft have to travel 34 Nm
separating « KENOP » of « KOLIV » at 250 IAS, while chart not require this constraint !. It is in this
case it is imperative to shift the speed constraint to the next waypoint, so « MOPAR ».
This principle can also be applied to approaches files
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You can refer to chapter A.2.3, page 26, concerning the establishment of the SID .csv files.
The process is exactly the same on the STAR files, with 2 output files that must be known absolutely:
• STAR_index.csv
• STAR_data.csv
Before saving in “.CSV” format, save your XLS file to keep it intact.
Then delete the rows and columns in too (attention for columns, you can remove them at the beginning
of a block of data of a waypoint, especially not in the middle of a block!).
Then, it must also open these files with a text editor (Notepad++, the best) to remove the commas in
too. To the index file, remove the commas that are at the end of each line and check that you have the
total number of STAR in the first line.
A final STAR index file (STAR_index.csv) should look like this:

The STAR data (STAR_data.csv) file, to pay attention to the commas to remove.
Indeed, as in a block of data to a waypoint, the last 4 columns are dependent on the fact that there is a
holding pattern or a DME-ARC, lines can end with 4 commas (if there is no procedures), or by a figure,
if there is a holding pattern or a DME-ARC.
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Here is an sample from a final file STAR_data.csv, whose the end is truncated for space reasons :

Do aclose-up :

You can - see the last waypoint of the first line has a holding pattern, so there must be no comma at the
end of this line.
On the other hand, in the fourth line, the last waypoint of this STAR has no holding pattern, or DMEARC, so in this case, let 4 commas!
This is important, because as I said before, FD - FMC reads files in a sequential manner, so if there is a
comma in too much or less at the end of a line, all the data of the following lines will be staggered so
illegible by the gauge, and this could even lead to a crash of FSX.
Similarly, if a number of waypoints said at the beginning of a line does not match the actual number of
waypoints on the line, the result will be the same: file unreadable!
Each comma is of capital importance.
To test a file, just launch a flight in FSX with a flight plan that arrives to the airport you want to test, and
click the last STAR Indeed, the gauge reads the entire data of the STAR that you have selected, so if
there is an error in a line file, you will know immediately!
Rigour is needed in drafting these files, because the slightest little mistake in one line and this is the
entire file that becomes unusable.
Welcome to the world of computing.
Deleting commas trick :
With Notepad++, you have just to double click on the trailing commas, to select them and delete by a
“Del” key press. After, you have just to add only the right commas number (4 when no holding or other
procedure). To win time, I copy in the clipboard a 4 commas string, then I double click on the trailing
commas and do a “CTRL+V” to replace the unused commas by the 4 commas required.
If STAR ending by an holding pattern, no trailing commas !
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B 2.1 Test in FD-FMC
• Like the SIDs, it is imperative to test the proper operation of the STARs. The methodology is the
same. So you can refer to chapter A.2.3.2. Apply the same method, start by clicking the last
STAR in FD-FMC's window; If the display of waypoints's list, at the bottom of the page, is not
normal, click on the previous STAR until the list is displayed properly : You have found the
STAR that has an error. Check waypoint name of this STAR in the XLS file and the commas at
the end of the line in the CSV file, or if the number of waypoints declared for this STAR is
correct.
• After this first test, load a STAR and immediately erasing. If the departure airport disappears, it
means that one of the waypoints of the corresponding STAR has not been properly created; Then
check the declaration of your waypoints of this STAR, by clicking again on its name, to display
at the bottom of the page of FD- FMC the waypoint’s list and compare to those that are
displayed in the right panel. You'll immediately see which waypoint has not been created.
• Then, it is best to test by performing real flights, to check the DME-ARC, or holding patterns,
because it is easy to make a mistake of meaning for example for a circuit of waiting, or worse, an
error of entrance in a holding pattern. It can be very serious, as in this case, the plane will take a
path on a heading opposite to what should be, and thus can never reach the circuit's reference
waypoint, so it comes out definitively the trajectory of the flight plan (because during a holding
pattern, FD-FMC switches in HDG mode in the background, while the pilot is not aware).
• About DME-ARC, is the same thing; If you encoded the turn in the wrong direction, the aircraft
will definitely come out of its trajectory and not be able to back on track.
• It is a good idea to test speeds at the end of STAR, so that the aircraft can slow down properly
before starting its approach and think that these data are now used by a plane of average size, but
that in the very near future, they will also be used by the Airbus A380!
• Remember to never set a minimum speed for the first STAR ‘s waypoint, otherwise, the plane
will make its descent at very low speed; Even if on the map, there is an indication of maximum
speed for the first waypoint of a STAR, think that the FD-FMC has always a “waypoint in
advance”. Specify this speed constraint in the next waypoint, because FD-FMC will switch to
the next waypoint, 3 or 4 Nm prior to arrival at the first waypoint, so he will be able to cross this
first waypoint with the speed indicated on the map, since the next waypoint will be already
active at the point where it crosses the first waypoint.
• If You have a doubt? Test the STAR actually with the aircraft; It is the only way to make sure
that everything goes properly.
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• Start to work with on easy airports. European airports are the easiest to achieve because their
principle is standardized. US airports are quite difficult, because there is often a lack of
connection between the STAR and approaches, so it takes a lot of work of interpretation.
• The minimum altitude information is required for each waypoint. Use the method described in
section B 1.3 methodology, by filling in the 'Altitude' field starting with the last waypoint of the
STAR, this greatly limits the errors
• Pay attention to the value of procedure's column, since it can determine completely different
procedures (holding pattern, DME-ARC, or "teardrop" turn ) and set value to 0, if there's no
specific procedure to this waypoint.
• Think that the four columns following the procedure column, contain different information
depending on the procedure (colour code of the text in the title bar of each column) and that if
there's no procedure (the procedure = 0 column value), these four fields should be left empty,
worthless!
• Think about DME-ARC, ARC data will be written to the "target" waypoint of the ARC, once the
aircraft is on the path of the ARC.
• Some ARC - DME are broken down into several successive ARC, during which the aircraft must
descend; In this case, you can create "fictitious" waypoints (type "U" to every part of ARC or
airplane should lose altitude (corresponding generally to radials) or use existing waypoints if
they appear on the map, by registering every time full data from the ARC for each waypoint of
the ARC.
• Pay attention to the correct encoding of the holding patterns (especially compared to the
direction in the circuit). A poorly coded holding pattern and the aircraft will definitely leave the
trajectory of the flight plan! If the arrival in the circuit is almost perpendicular, slightly increase
the length of the circuit (e.g 75s for circuits at low altitude and at least 90s for circuits at high
altitude) so that aircraft has time to put themselves in good original circuit track.
• Create your STARs with approaches charts “under your eyes”; We must make an overall
analysis work before starting to write the STAR.
• Consider the altitude of the last waypoint in the STAR must be accurate because it is used to
calculate the TOD (Top Of Descent)
• Think that FD-FMC will use the name (ident) of the last waypoint of a STAR to search approach
file with this name. Each approach file, named with the last waypoint of STARs.

B 2.3 Add blank lines in STAR list
Like SID, you can now (from FD-FMC 1.11) insert blank lines, in the STAR list, to clarify the look in
the gauge.
In STAR_index.csv file :
• Let these lines totally empty.
• Number of STAR, must include all blank lines (and cannot be higher than 66 !)
In STAR_data.csv file:
• Each empty line of STAR_index.csv file must have only 3 commas in STAR_data.csv file,
without any value (line L-1).
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C. Creating approaches files
Approaches files are the most difficult to create. For large platforms (Type KORD Chicago O'HARE), it
is even impossible to achieve because there are not published; Approaches are done exclusively by ATC
radar vectoring.
Same principle as for other files, there is a header, and a waypoint succession. The Dark blue columns
must be obligatorily filled (even by a ' 0')
As I already said earlier, European airports are easier to deal with because procedures are standardized,
which is not the case for the U.S. approaches.
So we will start by studying the easiest cases: the European airports.
C 1 General explanations on approaches
In Europe, the STARs always ending by a waypoint that is an IAF (Initial Approach Fix).
This waypoint, almost always consists of a holding pattern, and final approaches always start from the
IAF.
An airport has one or several IAF, distributed on its outskirts. An IAF can be the starting point for one
or several approaches, it means that aircraft can land on one or more, or all runways of the airport.
They are clearly marked on maps of the STARs and approaches.
Here, no index file; The workbook of seizure has several tabs called 'IAF-1.CSV","IAF-2.CSV', IAF3.CSV"....There has 5 tabs. If your airport has more IAF, you can copy and paste an existing tabs to
create a new tab.
Each of these leaves therefore corresponds to an IAF, and will include all approaches of an IAF.
The final file of each sheet must imperativement bear the name of the IAF + the extension ".csv".
Why? Because this IAF is normally the STAR’s last waypoint, and FD-FMC will search in the airport
folder if there are files ".csv" bearing the name of the last waypoint of STARs. If Yes, then it will load
and display the list of approaches related to the IAF.
If we take the example of EHAM (Amsterdam Schiphol), looking at the map of the STAR (page 22 of
this manual), you'll see that all STAR result in 3 IAF named:
• ARTIP
• SUGOL
• RIVER
So, the 3 approaches files that will create will be called:
• ARTIP.csv
• SUGOL.csv
• RIVER.csv
Immediately name each approach tab into the EXCEL workbook with the name of each IAF.
The approach data sheet has almost the same layout as the STAR data sheet. Only the header is
different.
On the first line, there is the number of approaches contained in the file.
Then, there is a header consisting of 3 green title columns (Runway name, approach type, and total
number of waypoints for this approach) and we find the same columns as the STAR (without the
“maximum altitude“ column).
Same principle, dark blue columns must have a value, sky blue columns are optional depending on the
circumstances or the nature of the waypoint.
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A good way to organize is to immediately appoint tabs "Approaches" by the final name of the file, that
is to say the name of the IAF+”.csv”.

Here is how to do approaches's tabs
And here is the entry sheet of an approach file from an IAF (always with EHAM).

Each approach file can contain 14 approaches and each approach can have maximum 14 waypoints.
As mentioned above, the European approaches are quite simple. The drafting of the file follows the
same principle as for the STAR; But in an approach, maximum speed information is mandatory for
each waypoint, because the aircraft will be in "SPEED" mode during approach. Off this information is
not always populated on maps, so we'll have to 'improvise' from time to time, especially in the final part
of the approach.
Note that the approaches may be different depending on the categories of aircraft. Indeed, there are 4
categories: A, B, C and D, which the criterion for membership is linked to the minimum approach speed
of the aircraft. We look here for aircraft of categories C and D (the A320 is a category C).
Categories A and B are only small aircraft with propellers or turbo-propellers.
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ILS
LOC
VOR - DME
RNAV
VISUAL
NDB….

To do a brief summary, an approach is broken down as follows:
• It begins with an “IAF” (Initial Approach Fix), but the IAF is, in the most cases, the last
waypoint of the STAR in our system
• Through a waypoint called “IF” (Intermediate Fix)
• And ends with the “FAF” (Final Approach Fix), point where the aircraft must be final configured
for landing (speed, flaps position...).
Note:
In approaches's files, minimum altitudes and maximum speeds must be obligatorily filled for each
waypoint, even if 2 waypoints which follow have the same minimum altitude. On the other hand,
the altitude value must always be indicated in "feet MSL", IE according the level of the sea,
except for the last waypoint of the approach, which is the threshold of the runway:
indeed, the altitude for the waypoint of the runway is called either the "DH" (Decision Height) for
precision approaches, or the "MDA" (Minimum Decision Altitude).
This is always displayed at the bottom of the map, with often the 2 values, i.e. the MSL (Main Sea
Level) and the AAL (Above Airport Elevation) value. Generally, the AAL value is indicated
between parenthesis and in thin characters. It is this value that it should be in the minimum
altitude cell for the runway.
If you have a wrong altitude, the FD-FMC management system of the DH/MDA will be distorted,
and autolanding or Go-around function will not work properly, so be attentive to this exception!

This altitude can also vary according to the category of the aircraft (A, B, C or D), always take the value
for category "D", because FD-FMC will also equip large aircrafts.
Each approach file will contain the list of approaches for each runway served by the IAF in question.
For the a runway, there may be several approaches: ILS, LOC, VOR NDB. I recommend you to specify
all the possible extent.
The first column contains the number of the runway; When the IAF serves multiple runways, start by
the nearest to the North.
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The second column indicates the type of approach. Attention, the syntax is important because it is this
data that will allow FD-FMC to initiate the proper approach. You must specify the following values (in
bold):
• ILS approach
: ILS
• LOC approach
: 2 cases
o If the runway is only equipped with a LOC: LOC
o If the runway is equipped with an ILS: LOC-xxx.xx(or xxx.xx represents the ILS
frequency in Mhz)
• VOR approaches: VOR, VOR-DME or VOR-xxx.xx (if you specify the VOR frequency, FDFMC will solve the NAV1 radio automatically when loading of the approaches, as for
approaches ILS and LOC)
• RNAV, NDB approaches or other require no special syntax. But often there are several variants
of RNAV approaches according to the IAF (RNAV Z or RNAV Y for example)
What you should remember, is that it is not necessary to specify a frequency for an ILS approach or for
a LOC approach, when the runway is equipped with only a LOC (in FD-FMC airport information page ,
if the runway appear with the mention “LOC”, you haven’t to specify the LOC frequency.
On the other hand, when you write a LOC approach, with a ILS runway, you must indicate the
frequency of this ILS in the form “LOC-xxx.xx”. Trailing “0” is mandatory for frequency (always 2
digit after decimal point)!
Adding a frequency after the symbol “-“, allows you to "force" this frequency in the radio.
It must be always the case for LOC approaches on ILS runways, and sometimes it is necessary to do so
for runway with only a LOC that have a frequency stated in FSX that does not match the runway's LOC
(a LOC of Go-Around for example). In short, if you specify a frequency, it will be always priority on the
FSX default frequency..
Indeed, in some rare cases, a runway can be associated with a LOC that is not located in the the runway
axis (this is the case for KASE Aspen/Co Sardy airport in colorado) or runway is associated in FSX with
a LOC used to do a GO Around, so in this case, although the runway is well associated with a LOC and
there is not any ILS, you can "force" the frequency that will use FD-FMC by indicating in the form
"LOC-xxx.xx.
If this value is poorly drafted, the radio frequency will be not properly settled by FD-FMC and Autoland
and Go-Around functions will not work correctly.
Attention also during the realization of special versions, designed for use with a particular Addon, the
frequency may be different.
When there's no indication of frequency, FD - FMC will look for this information in the FSX database.
If you use an Addon, the frequency may be different, and in this case, FD-FMC cannot identify this
frequency; Therefore, you always have the option to “force” the use of a frequency for the ILS, LOC
and VOR approaches, indicating, just after a dash.
In your list of approach, you will often have the same track to write different approaches (ILS, LOC,
RNAV and VOR). In many cases, these approaches use the same waypoints and you can do a "copy and
paste", but attention at the altitudes to the passage of the different waypoints, which are often different
depending on the nature of the approach and especially the altitude need to indicate to the threshold of
runway (DH or MDA) which is always different depending on the approach type.
For ILS or LOC approaches, you can “letters” to the approach name (for example, RNAV Y, or LOC
HI, LOC Z, but don’t use a dash “-“. Dash is the symbol used by FD-FMC to know that there is a
frequency indicated after.
For example, you can write “LOC-108.90 Y”.
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Think that the elevation of the threshold of runway must be expressed in relation to the elevation
of the airport and not in feet MSL ! (the value is in brackets on the map table).
For example the following approaches to IAF “RAHUL” from Tunis/carthage DTTA Airport: :

Note that all LOC approaches have a specified frequency, since these runways are equipped with an ILS
and not just a LOCALIZER.
The approach procedure may include DME-ARC, Holding patterns or “teardrop turns”. As we have
already studied in chapters about DME-ARC and holding patterns of the STAR and it is coded in the
same way in the approach file, let's take an example with a “teardrop turn”, procedure that we find on
several approaches to EHAM.
The “teardrop turn” is a procedure of U-turn, which occurs when the aircraft is presented in approach in
a direction almost backward of the runway, and therefore must turn in the right direction. On the
European charts, this shift is almost always represented, but on U.S. charts, it is symbolized by a
segment that part at 45 °, with an arrow at the end.
The information necessary to encode in the file this shift, uses the same columns for holding pattenrs or
DME-ARC, except that the title of these columns is in green letters.
On the next page, you can analyze the map of the approaches to runway 18C of EHAM, with this
famous turn. :
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C 1.2 « Teardrop » turn procedure
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On the previous page, you have the map of the different approaches to EHAM runway 18C, starting
from three IAF of this airport: “ARTIP”, “RIVER” and “SUGOL”.
The lower part of the map is always a sectional view giving the vertical profile of the trajectory, with
altitudes required for each waypoint.
The 4 blades propeller symbol represents the FAF (Final Approach Fix). This waypoint is of paramount
importance, because it is the point where the aircraft must be configured for landing (speed, flaps...).
You can observe the trajectories from the 3 IAF converge to the VOR "SPL" of SCHIPHOL, which is
equipped with a holding pattern, before taking a trajectory full North; Then at the height of the NDB
"OUBD/OA", the aircraft must take a specific heading to prepare turn of inversion in order to position
itself in the runway centreline.
Obviously, the coding of the holding patterns of SPL will be different regarding the STARs, because
with the example of the previous map, an arrival from “RIVER” will be done by a “classic” entry in the
"SPL" circuit, while arrivals by «SUGOL» and «ARTIP» will be by an opposite entry in the circuit;
Therefore the same circuit will be encoded differently depending on the approach file (see chapter B 1.4
Holding patterns about holding patterns).
It should be noted also that for arrivals by «SUGOL» and «ARTIP», opposite entrance in the circuit will
allow a "reversal of the aircraft so that he finds himself in the right direction to go on"OA". This means
that the activation of the holding pattern will be compulsory for these 2 arrivals.
This is the kind of information which need be indicate in the “EHAM.Txt” file, so the pilot can know
these peculiarities by reading this file in FD-FMC.
On the U.S. charts, a “teardrop” turn is symbolized as follows:
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Come back to EHAM. The plane just flying over the runway, to the North, 347 ° heading, then turns left
to the cap 302 ° (thus an angle of 45 °), follows a straight segment for about 1 minute to 1 minute 30
depending on its speed, before turning to the right to return to the 167 ° cap and go to the centerline of
the runway.
Whatever the representation, the principle of a turn in “teardrop turn”' is always the following:

Red and green are the waypoint to be indispensably coded in the approach file.
The Red waypoint will be the first waypoint declared in the file and the “trigger” waypoint of the turn,
in which all the information concerning the procedure will be indicated (direction of the turn, initial
heading, and length of the straight segment in seconds).
Caution: The direction of the turn to indicate is not the meaning of the first corner (this is initial
heading which will give this information to FD-FMC, but the direction of the turn after the 45°
segment, to return to the track;) So in the sketch above, the direction of the turn is right!
The Red waypoint position is always shown on the map (this is a waypoint either it is indicated using a
distance relative to the runway or a VOR, a NDB, a fix or DME distance). Therefore this waypoint can
be “official” (here, the NDB «OA» on the Schiphol chart) or to create a user waypoint using PLAN-G
according to the indication of distance or radial indicated on the map.)
Paradoxically, the Green waypoint will be placed after the red waypoint in the approach file, while it
lies before it.
The reason is simple: A FSX flight plan cannot contain twice the same waypoint one behind the other
(as in this case, FSX jumps directly to the last waypoint which bears the same name).
So to find the track, it will be necessary to create a user waypoint, just before the waypoint that triggered
the procedure (from 0.5 to 1Nm of distance).
FD-FMC need of this waypoint to restore its trajectory after the turn in "drop of water", and for reasons
that it would take long to explain here, should be geographically before the “key” waypoint of the
procedure and especially not after.
This Green waypoint, which will always be a waypoint “U” will not need data of the procedure turn.
Only the Red waypoint contains these data.
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Let's take the example of the approach from ARTIP.

I hope you've noticed that the “SPL” holding pattern is oriented North-South, so SPL is the reference
waypoint with an initial heading of 1° and that the opposite segment is therefore in heading 181°.
Coming from ARTIP, our trajectory is in the opposite to the direction of the circuit (see chapter B 1.4),
so as it is a circuit to the right, should indicate the value '4' in the column 'turn', meaning that entry is
opposite to the circuit.
The altitude information is clearly indicated on the map: 7000 ft, and the speed of 220 kts is indicated in
the corresponding circle to the control area (TMA) of EHAM’s tower.
Note that in the header, it is very important to note that the approach is of type «ILS», because FD-FMC
will read this data, and this will allow him to set the NAV1 radio automatically on ILS frequency of the
runway 18C. If you do not specify this information, FD-FMC will not know it as an ILS approach and
will not be able to set the radio as it should.
After the holding pattern (that the pilot must necessarily do when he comes from «ARTIP» and
«SUGOL, so that it is in the right direction for the remainder of the approach»), the trajectory
takes the direction of the NDB «OA».
You can watch then the famous “teardrop” turn, with a specific heading. There are 2 types of trajectory
according to the category of the aircraft. We are concerned only with category "C/D” (liners).
On the vertical profile, one can observe the aircraft must be levelled at 3000 ft when it passes the FAF,
therefore after passing the VOR "SPL", you must set altitude at 3000 ft in your data and should decrease
the speed so the aircraft can start dating his flaps. For this step, a speed of 190 knots seems well
signposted.
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Here is the coding of the turn of inversion, which begins at the NDB "OA".
In the “procedure” column, choose option "Teardrop" so the value "2", indicating to FD-FMC it will
momentarily disconnect the FSX Autopilot of the NAV mode to switch in HDG mode and follow the
heading shown in the column "Init Leg HDG", here 310°. The column dedicated to the “turn”
direction must be set with the direction of the turn after the straight segment, here a turn to the
right (be careful not to indicate the direction of the first turn to the heading of the segment!), so value
"2" since the aircraft will have to turn right at the end of the straight segment.
The last value to indicate is the right segment duration, which is indicated on the map, here 60 seconds.
The end of the procedure turn comes at the end of the 60 seconds, when FD-FMC will switch back into
NAV mode (these changes are invisible to the crew, because the Autopilot always indicates the NAV
mode), and aircraft will take the direction of the FAF.

The FAF is an important waypoint in the sense or normally, it is the waypoint from which you must
VAPP (approach speed) that it has calculated.
In the above example, the waypoint at the end of procedure is the FAF, therefore no particular problem.
But if you have a turn of this type, but the waypoint after the turn is not the FAF, and is far enough
away, he'll have to use a trick, because, since the aircraft will pass near the next waypoint at the start of
the “teardrop” turn, FD-FMC, via the FSX GPS will read for a fraction of a second the data from this
next waypoint before switching to HDG mode; The consequence is that when he completes the right
segment, and begin his turn it will fail back in "NAV" mode but skipping the next waypoint, as
happened nearby earlier.
The trick to avoid this phenomenon, using a 'U' waypoint, is described in the previous pages (green
waypoint, page 72).
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In General, during an approach, final descent begins to the FAF. Normally, the aircraft must be in its
final landing configuration at the FAF (flaps, speed, and time where we have to extend the landing
gear).
All waypoints located past the FAF have a speed (column ‘SPEED’') = 0, because FD-FMC use
VAPP value.
At the FAF, the aircraft must have captured at least the LOC (and sometimes the G/S), thus driving, you
must switch the approach mode before reaching the FAF.
The FAF is always an indication of altitude on the map, since this is the point or the aircraft should
intercept the G/S (here, 3000 ft for runway 18 c).
Last waypoint of an approach is always the runway threshold.

Note the syntax to create the waypoint corresponding to the track:
Note the code :
Waypoint type: “R”
Region code : EH (here , for the Netherlands)
ICAO code : EHAM ( a runway is like a terminal waypoint; It belong to an airport; Here EHAM)
The Ident : 18C (name of the runway)
If runway ident is 06, you must write “06” and not “6”.
If runway is the “04R”, you must write "04R and not “4R”.
So general, as soon as you specify a runway ident, 0 is required for runway ident less than 10, otherwise,
the waypoint will not be created and especially well indicate the type “R”, which allows FD-FMC
identifies it as a runway.
Note the altitude indicated to the threshold of runway: 174 ft; This value is indicated at the
bottom of the map, and should be exceptionally for this last waypoint altitude compared to the
elevation of the airport and not in relation to the level of the sea; This value is usually shown in
parentheses and it is always less than the value from the level of the sea, except here for EHAM,
because this airport is located 12 feet below the level of the sea!
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As we have already seen, in a approach file, each waypoint must have necessarily a maximum speed
indication. This maximum speed is not indicated on the charts for each waypoint, but for some
waypoint; Only So when you see a clear indication to a waypoint, enter there, and it will see this
indication at all the waypoint following as long as there is not an indication for a lower speed. But think
more you approach of the aiport, more you must decelerate.
You must also demonstrate a bit of initiative, because sometimes, charts contains only very little speed
information; Think then of the approach, FD-FMC is in SPEED mode, with during the phases of
descent, an angle of 3° descent (5.2%) by default; With this rate of descent, the aircraft must be the
possibility of starting to engage its slats and flaps, otherwise it may pick up speed.
Therefore, I advise a maximum speed at the beginning of 230 Kts approach, if there is no special
indication on the map, because this allows to go out at least 1 notch of slats or flaps on all types of
Liners.
As soon as there is an indication of speed, use it.
Attention, at the end of approach, if there are sharp turns, do not hesitate to indicate a low speed (at the
end of approach, before the FAF, usually the aircraft must be around 180/190 Knots maximum.
Avoid speed below 160 Knots.
So in a approach file, speed data will range from 230 to 180 Kts in the most cases (from aircraft by
slowing down of course). For tight turns, do not exceed 200 knotts (or less).
The speed is not necessarily degressive: FD-FMC is able to re - accelerate between 2 waypoints
(attention, should limit the speed increases but the aircraft will be perhaps in an inadequate flaps
configuration. This case must remain exceptional.
From FAF (Final Approach FIX), this waypoint having a symbol of a propeller, on the sectional view of
the approach chart, it is necessary to indicate a speed of 0. Indeed, from this waypoint, begins the final
descent to the runway, and the aircraft must be in landing configuration (flaps down) and this is also
usually the time where the crew set the landing gear.
Why indicate a speed of “0” from FAF? Because FD-FMC has computed what is called the Vref and the
Vapp. Vref is equal to 1.3x (depending on weight and flap configuration) stall speed and the Vapp and
equal to Vref + taking account of the wind component.
Therefore from the FAF, FD-FMC, which controls aircraft’s speed. This calculation includes additional
security: If the landing gear is not down: the Vapp is increased of 15 knots.
On the other hand, the speed of the waypoint prior to the FAF is very important; Indeed, always
remember that FD-FMC, reads and activates a waypoint data, when it becomes active, it means when he
becomes the next waypoint, data from the FAF will be applied when it becomes the active waypoint in
the flight plan, and not at the crossing of it.
Therefore, if for example, there is a significant distance between the waypoint prior to the FAF and the
FAF, and on this segment of flight the aircraft is level off, the speed will be set to the Vapp, so that the
aircraft is perhaps 5 or 10 Nm from the FAF. So in this case, it is desirable to have a not too low speed
for the last waypoint before the FAF, in order to avoid that the aircraft course a too large distance level
at a very low speed. In this case, put at least 190 or 200 kts at the last waypoint before the FAF.
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On the other hand, if the distance between the last waypoint and the FAF is short, or if the aircraft is
descending in this segment, you can specify a speed of 180 kts for this last waypoint before the FAF.
180 Kts is the standard speed before a FAF (think of the jumbo jets).
On the other hand, on small airports that cannot not receive A380 or 747, you can get the minimum
speed to 170 kts for a final steep for example.
From the FAF, all following waypoints should have speed data = 0.

C 1.4 Altitude data in approaches
Although each approach waypoint must have an indication of minimum altitude. Here, no doubt, they
are clearly indicated on the map.
For each approach (especially the non-ILS), create if necessary, intermediate waypoints during the final
descent from the FAF (it can be given points by a distance from a DME, or compared to the threshold of
runway); Therefore using PLAN-G to find waypoints or “U”waypoints to mark these final descent
altitudes.
Important
All elevations shown on the approach chart are from the sea level (Feet MSL) and so must be indicated
for each approach waypoint, except for the last waypoint of your approach line in the EXCEL sheet,
which is the runway threshold, whose altitude must be set according airport elevation.
Watch carefully the approach chart, there is always a small table at the bottom of the map, which shows
elevations called DH (Decision Height) or MDA (Minimum Descent Altitude). These altitudes are “the
point of no return”, that is point where pilot decides to continue his landing or make a Go-Around.
These elevations may be different depending on the category of the aircraft (we will always choose the
category "D") and depending on the approach type.
Value is lower for an approach ILS against a LOC or VOR DME approach. On approaches charts, DH
or MDA altitudes are always indicated in two scales.
Generally, altitude above the airport elevation is written in brackets; It is this value that must be
taken for the runway threshold.
When you perform a file approach, often, LOC and VOR approaches are strictly identical about altitude,
trajectories and waypoints that make it up, you can copy - paste the ILS approach to create other
approaches, but beware, there may be differences in altitudes on the final descent, so check each altitude
at each waypoint for each type of approach. And the DH or MDA will be necessarily different between
an ILS, LOC and VOR, they having the lowest value, and approach the VOR or NDB approach with the
highest value, so correct your elevations properly.
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C 1.5 Approaches Tests and summary

Of course, we must save each of your approach to a file.CSV format. Each approach file is named by the
name of the IAF (the last waypoint of the STAR whose the approach tab depends. In our previous
sample, the approach file from the IAF “ARTIP” will be called “ARTIP.csv”.
You must do the same clean-up operation of the comma; For approach files, each line must end with
4 commas, because the last waypoint is always the runway, which cannot have procedure !
The approaches test procedure is identical for the SID or STAR.
Create a flight plan with destination the airport, load a STAR and display approaches in the
corresponding page.
Start by clicking on the latter approach; If waypoint list displayed at the bottom of the FD-FMC
approach page is incorrect, if there's an error in comma or number of waypoints declaration in a line.
Then check your file.
Once all your approaches displayed properly, just by clicking on it, you can start to load it and then
delete it. Check if the last waypoint of the STAR does not disappears. If the IAF or other STAR
waypoints disappears, that means that one or several waypoints of your approach have been not created;
Check you XLS fata file.
Check the declaration of your waypoint in your EXCEL table and correct the file.
Finally, the ideal is of course to carry out test flights.

C 1.6 LOC or LDA approach in « backcourse » mode
Some airports have a LOCALIZER which can works in « Back Course » mode. In this case, you can
land on a runway by using the localizer of the opposite runway. Since version 1.10, FD-FMC can
manage LOC/LDA approaches in Back Course mode. You have to check in first, with freeware ADE
(Airport Design Editor), if the FSX airport works in back course mode. Load airport in ADEand check
the ILS properties :

Here, at KRDD, Rwy 16 approach se
can use back course mode; FSX
default AFCAD has the feature.
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During an approach, Gradient is standard in the most case :3° (5,2%). FD-FMC use this value by
default. But some approaches use no-standard gradient for one or several legs (airports with surrounding
mountains).
Since version 1.11, FD-FMC can manage approaches with different gradient values. This is the case
below, with VNKT Katmandou ; This approach use 3 different gradient values according leg !

3 different gradient :
3.7 %
9.3%
5.2% (standard gradient)
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« Procedure » columns of each waypoint have now a new function : Function #4. To recall, procedures
are :
1 = Holding pattern, 2 = Teardrop turn, 3 = DME ARC, 4 = no standard gradient
You have just to set to 4 procedure column; Gradient value must be set in the « Opposite Leg
HDG/Ident VOR » column ; You must write this value in degrees and in absolute value (no sign).
Our first waypoint with a no standard gradient is placed at 11Nm from VOR ;
Gradient is 3,7% = 2,12 degrees :

Next waypoint, located at 9 Nm VOR has the same gradient : you must re write same datas. Then from
8Nm of VOR, gradient becomes 9,3% = 5,31° :

All next waypoints will have same declarationt, until D1 (1 Nm of VOR that correspond to FSX
terminal waypoint MD02, where standard gradient must be restored :

Indeed, if gradient return to standard value, you have to write at least once this standard value of 3° to
reset FMC ; After, if there are other waypoint with standard gradient, it is not necessary to repeat
standard value.
In the most case, no standard value go to the runway threshold. If runway threshold has a gradient
information, your line in the CSV file will ending by 1 comma only.
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D Convert “user” or missing waypoints in FSX
FSX dated 2005; Since then, procedures take-off and landing airports have changed dramatically, which has the
consequence that it lacks a lot of waypoints in FSX database.
At the beginning of our project, we used a supplementary file (an AIRAC), directed by Graham Mitchell, which
added to the database of FSX more than 100,000 waypoints. But this AIRAC had some drawbacks:
• Some waypoints were declared with a wrong regional code (especially in the USA and Canada)
• These waypoints were reported as belonging to air routes, not always good, and so its use rendered
unusable FSX flight plan Organizer to create a “high-altitude airways”, as it implied a “delusional“
track.
So, I decided to abandon the use of the G.Mitchell AIRAC and create our own AIRAC: FreeNav AIRAC. The
downside of this choice is that when we perform an airport data files, many waypoints which are indicated on
charts do not exist and it will therefore be necessary to create them, to add them to the FreeNav AIRAC.
The goal: whenever a waypoint missing in FSX, you'll declare in your EXCEL file, this waypoint as if it existed
in FSX (so without using the 'U' type), and in parallel, you will write data of this waypoint in an XML file,
using pre-formatted blocks. Each missing waypoint, you add the data block corresponding to the XML file.
Once all your waypoints written to this XML file, you either have the SDK and you can compile it to create a
provisional BGL file (I'll explain how to do), the time to test your airport, you either send it to me by mail, and
I will compile in your place, and I refer you the BGL file that will allow you to test your airport. Since the
missing waypoints will now be part of FSX thanks the BGL file.
This provisional BGL file must be placed in the FSX folder "\Addon Scenery\Scenery\” with the FreeNav
AIRAC file.
When your airport will be completed and tested, you will send me all your ".csv" files of your airport and the
final XML file (if ever you still added waypoints).
I will then add all the waypoints of your “XML” file in the Freenav AIRAC, and when I will publish your
airport on the FreeNavDBGroup website, I will at the same time publish the AIRAC updated with your
waypoints.
From this point, you can delete your provisional BGL file from the airport that you created, and you will update
the AIRAC FreeNav, which will now include your waypoints.
You will find attached to this manual, a "Creation of Waypoints XML tools" folder. This folder contains a
seizure file named “ICAO.xml”.
Open this file with Notepad ++ and save it in your working folder of your airport, as by your (for example
LFPG.xml) airport ICAO code. It is in this file that you will copy data blocks pre-formatted, to complete, to
create the missing waypoints.
You will find sample file, the temporary XML file the waypoints I have to create to Berlin SCHÖNEFELD
airport, with including the addition of the VOR-DME "BER" is new, and that was absent from the database of
FSX. This file is called "EDDB.xml".
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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Software needed:

Notepad ++ from Don Ho: http://notepad-plus-plus.org/fr/
Tim Arnot plan-G: http://www.tasoftware.co.uk/
To convert hexadecimal degrees in decimal degrees, you have the following site:
http://transition.fcc.gov/mb/audio/bickel/DDDMMSS-decimal.html (English)
http://www.1001maps.fr/index.php?page=022 (French)
In the folder of XML tools, you have other files whose name corresponds to the type of tag (VOR, NDB,
Waypoints, VOR - DME, DME). Each of these files contains a blank declaration block, corresponding to the
relevant beacon. Just do a copy and paste of these blank blocks in your ICAO.xml file, each creation of a new
waypoint.
Here is the blocks list :
You have an seizure XML file by beacon type. You have a "EDDB.xml" file that allows you to see what you
will look like your future ICAO.xml file (you must rename ICAO.xml file with the ICAO code of your airport.
Keep always a copy of all original seizure files. All data must be filled in uppercase and between quotes in this
file.

D 1.1 Intersections or Waypoints ("Waypoint.xml" file)
<Waypoint
lat=""
lon=""
waypointType="OFF_ROUTE"
magvar=""
waypointRegion=""
waypointIdent="">
</Waypoint>

LAT = latitude in decimal degrees
LON = longitude in decimal degrees
waypointType = default: “OFF_ROUTE”; but you can also use «IAF» or «FAF», if your waypoint is an IAF or
a FAF. You can also use “NAMED” or “UNNAMED”.
magvar = magnetic Variation; With PLAN-G, move your mouse to the place where should be the waypoints
(geographical coordinates are displayed at the bottom left of the screen) and right click to select "Create a
user": A window will open, and you'll have the magnetic variation at that location information; then cancel to
not to create the waypoint in PLAN-G. You must to know than magnetic variation has no importance for a
waypoint. A waypoint is define only by this geographical position (latitude and longitude). Magentic variation
is important for VOR , VOR-DME and NDB.
waypointRegion = the 2-letters regional code of the country where the waypoint is
waypointIdent = the name of the waypoint (2 to 5 characters, only the 26 alphabetical chars and numbers)
exemple :

<Waypoint
lat="52.33366077"
lon="5.199279785"
waypointType="OFF_ROUTE"
magvar="0.6"
waypointRegion="EH"
waypointIdent="EH650">
</Waypoint>
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Here is how a empty VOR's block without DME
<Vor

nav="TRUE"
dme="FALSE"
lat=""
lon=""
alt=""
type=""
frequency=""
range=""
magvar=""
region=""
ident=""
name="Description of your VOR in 48 chars max">

</Vor>
Nav = let always « TRUE » by default
Dme = Since this is a VOR without DME, let FALSE
Lat = latitude in decimal degrees
Lon = longitude in decimal degrees
Alt = Altitude in meters by default. If you want write the value in feet add a trailing”F” without space
eg , 30 means 30 meters, 30F means 30 feet.
Type = can be « LOW », « HIGH », « TERMINAL » or « VOT ». I suppose that « LOW » and « HIGH
» are used for routes (VOR « En Route »), and than « VOT” and “TERMINAL” are airports's VOR.
Frequency = VOR frequency in MHZ
Range = VOR range, in meters by default. You can indicates value in Nautic Miles by add trailing “N”
without space. Eg, 50000 means to 50 km, 27N means to 27 NM. The range of a « En Route » VOR is
near of 200 km, while range of a “terminal” VOR is often near of 50 km.
magvar = magnetic Variation; With PLAN-G, move your mouse to the place where should be the VOR
(the coordinates are displayed at the bottom left of the screen) and right click and select "Create a user":
A window will open, and you'll have the magnetic variation at that location information; then cancel to
not to create the waypoint in PLAN-G.
Region = the 2-letters regional code of the country where the waypoint is.
Ident = name of the VOR (usually 3 characters)
Name = You can write here a description of your choice on this VOR, 48 characters (for example which
airport it depends...)
Here is an example of drafting:
<Vor

</Vor>

nav="TRUE"
dme="FALSE"
lat="41.35184943"
lon="-89.15309158"
alt="45.00"
type="LOW"
frequency="116.3500"
range="92600"
magvar="5.59"
region="K6"
ident="ABDY"
name="Description of your VOR in 48 chars max">
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Here is how a empty VOR-DME's block
<Vor
nav="TRUE"
dme="TRUE"
lat=""
lon=""
alt=""
type=""
frequency=""
range=""
magvar=""
region=""
ident=""
name="Description of your VOR in 48 chars max">
<Dme
lat=""
lon=""
alt=""
range=""
/>
</Vor>
The differences with the simple VOR, are:
dme = always “TRUE” and a sub-section <Dme is incorporated in the VOR block. The entire section
VOR is identical to the simple VOR, so refer to the previous page
For the section <Dme, latitudes and longitudes are the same of the VOR, altitude has no importance (it
is not taken into account), and the value range is the same as stated in the VOR section.
Here is an example of a creation of a VOR - DME Lanzarote:
<Vor

</Vor>

nav="TRUE"
dme="TRUE"
lat="28.944410756353"
lon="-13.60588073047"
alt="45.00"
type="LOW"
frequency="114.4000"
range="92600"
magvar="5.59"
region=" GC "
ident="LTE"
name="Lanzarotte New airport VOR-DME">
<Dme
lat="28.944410756353"
lon="-13.60588073047"
alt="45"
range="50000"
/>
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D 1.4 DME (file "DME.xml")
DME are beacons located generally close runways. These are valuable Navaids, since they give the distance you
are from the transmitter.
It is not a “waypoints” like ILS(you can’t insert their names in a flight plan), but they are used to calculate the
distance of some strategic points during approach. So even if they are not necessary for the preparation of your
approach files, it seems to me essential to create them when they are not present in the database of FSX, because
often, some "virtual" points along the descent of a track profile are referenced with respect to distance of a DME.
They will make you service, in PLAN-G, to position these “virtual points”.
So that they appear in PLAN-G, just like any other waypoint, it will take to have compiled your 'ICAO.xml' file
to create a BGL file, (explanations later) and put this provisional BGL file in your folder “\Addon
Scenery\Scenery\” and launched the update of the PLAN-G database.

A DME is similar to a VOR-DME block, with the difference that the “nav” value must be declared
FALSE. Example of a empty DME block:
<Vor

nav="FALSE"
dme="TRUE"
lat=""
lon=""
alt=""
type=""
frequency=""
range=""
magvar=""
region=""
ident=""
name=" Description of your DME in 48 chars max">
<Dme
lat=""
lon=""
alt=""
range=""
/>

</Vor>
Here, a sample with the creation of the « IUL » DME at Montreal Airport(CYUL), Canada, which was missing in FSX.
<Vor
nav="FALSE"
dme="TRUE"
lat="45.464"
lon="-73.763167"
alt="118F "
type=" TERMINAL "
frequency="109.3000"
range="50N "
magvar="15.18"
region=" CY "
ident=" IUL "
name=" MONTREAL CYUL DME CH30">
<Dme
lat="45.464"
lon="-73.763167"
alt="118F "
range="50N"
/>
</Vor>
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D 1.5 NDB (« NDB.xml » file)
Last type of beacon that can be created: NDB. These are the transmitters, more small in scope as the
VOR, whose frequency is in KHZ, and often identifying 2-character (but sometimes 3 characters ).
Here are the empty NDB block:
<Ndb

lat=""
lon=""
alt=""
type="COMPASS_POINT"
frequency=""
range=""
magvar=""
region=""
ident=""
name=" Description of your NDB in 48 chars max">
</Ndb>
Information to fill is the same as for the previous beacons, in contrast to the frequency that is expressed
in KHZ and leave the default type “COMPASS_POINT”.

D 2 Create the “ICAO.xml” file and compiling.
Whenever you create a waypoint that does not exist in FSX, copy one of the “ready to use” block from
the template files (“Waypoint.xml”, “VOR-DME.xml”,...) and paste it in your “ICAO.xml” file by
completing data as described in chapters D 1.1 to D 1.5.
Blocks should be retained in full.
If you want to write remarks, you can put between 2 blocks, between the following signs: <!-- your
comment …. --> (XML syntax). I recommend you register, in this way, at least the name of the airport
at the beginning of the file; Thus, when I will add all your waypoints of your file “ICAO.xml” file in the
Freenav AIRAC, I know what all these waypoints are for this airport (Freenav AIRAC has thousands of
waypoints and I must organize them). This will facilitate the maintenance of the Freenav AIRAC (see
the "FreenavAIRAC_xxxxxxxx.xml" file provided in this pack, that is the actual database).
Never write anything before the first 3 lines of the XML file that form header of the file, otherwise it
will not compilable.
In order to test your airport, several solutions are possible, depending on if you want use yourself
BGLComp.exe from the Flight Simulator SDK to compile or not, (it's a "MS-DOS" type program that
runs in command line).
The FSX SDK is provided with the "Deluxe DVD version, but there are alternatives. I provide in this
pack the FS9 version that is full compatible to create the type of BGL file.
So, you can download the SDK from Prepar3D (P3D) V1.4 which is a free download after free
registration on the site of Lockheed Martin: http://www.prepar3d.com/
This version is the same that the FSX version.
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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D 2.1: Solution 1: : If you don’t want use the SDK compiler
If you do not want to use BGLComp, you have 2 solutions:

Solution 1A
In this solution, you must temporarily fill your input EXCEL file by creating “U” waypoints when
airport charts waypoints do not exist in FSX and at the same time you fill your “ICAO.xml” file with
these waypoints as is described in previous pages.
Advantage of this solution, you can test your files from airport immediately, since “U” waypoints will
be directly usable by FD-FMC; Once your airport has been completed and tested, you send me by Email
your “ICAO.xml” file, with all your waypoints created, and I'll add to the Freenav AIRAC, and I will
compile it in a new version, including your airport waypoints and I'll put online on the
Freenavdbgroup.com website.
Disadvantage of this solution, once the new AIRAC will be updated and you will have downloaded it,
you need to rename in your EXCEL file (and of course in all .csv files arising therefrom), all “U”
waypoints that you have declared in your “ICAO.xml” file, turning them into waypoints W, N or V,
more area code and delete the latitude/longitude information since these waypoints will become "real"
FSX waypoints. And test again your airport, to be sure of not committing a typing error during
processing.
There is that from this moment you can send me the “.CSV” files of your airport so that it be published
on Freenavdbgroup.com website.

Solution 1B

Second possibility: you fill your EXCEL table, inscribed from the outset, the names of missing
waypointd of FSX, as waypoints actually existed (therefore making the statements by type 'W', 'V' and
'n', with the regional code and their username;) In parallel, you write your 'ICAO.xml' file with the
statement of your waypoints, as described in sections D1.1 to D1.5. Once your airport has been
completed, you cannot test it in the immediate future; Firstly that you send me your file ' ICAO.xml so
that I compiles it into a file "ICAO.»BGL' provisional, that I will send back to you within 24 hours.
with this temporary BGL file, you can test your airport.
As soon as all your tests are completed, let me know, and more importantly, if you needed to add new
waypoints, send me your 'ICAO.xml' file updated, with all the files from your airport. Upon receipt, I
will add the waypoints from your airport to the Freenav AIRAC and I will put online your airport, as
well as the Freenav AIRAC updated . You must delete your ICAO file provisional BGL and replace the
updated version of the Freenav AIRAC, your airport will be operational.
Disadvantage of this method: you can't test your airport, as long as you have not sent me your
'ICAO.xml' file and that I have not returned you version compiled into BGL of this temporary file.
Advantage of this method: the EXCEL file and the .csv files written resulting is final, you won't have to
change.
This solution 1B is, in my opinion, the best.
But the best solution is to install the BGLComp.exe program, so that you can compile you even your
temporary BGL file. The procedure is described in the chapter D 2.2 SOLUTION 2
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D 2.2 Solution:You want to use BGL Compiler SDK
I advise you to install the "BGL Compiler SDK" folder at the root of your hard drive, this will facilitate
the task for manipulation in command line.
To compile your file "ICAO.xml" in a provisional BGL file that will allow you to test your airport, the
handling is simple.
First, copy your "ICAO.xml" file in the "BGL compiler SDK" folder.
Then, in the start menu of Windows, click “Run” and type in the box "CMD". This will launch the
command line interpreter “MS-DOS style”. A window will open, positioned in one of the Windows
system files (depends on your version of Windows).
In all cases, type the command "CD \" then enter, this will bring back you to the root of the current hard
disk.
If the "BGL Compiler SDK" folder is located on another disk (for example “D” drive), type"D:”: The
command prompt will change disk. Verify that you are at the root of that drive, otherwise type again
"CD \" to return to the root of your drive.
After, type “CD BGL Compiler SDK”
Then, a little tip to enter the path of the folder "BGL Compiler SDK" without typing the line complete,
is typing the command "CD" followed by a space, and drag your "ICAO.xml" file after the "CD"
command from the Windows File Manager Place your cursor of mouse at the end of the line and delete
the file name (leaving the quotation mark), until the end of the folder «BGL Compiler SDK» backslash
Then Enter.
Normally, your command prompt is now in the "BGL compile SDK" folder.
Type "BGLComp 'ICAO.xml" and press "Enter." The compiler will transform your “ICAO.xml” file
into a file "ICAO.BGL.
You just have to copy this “ICAO.BGL” file in your FSX “\Addon Scenery\Scenery\” folder.
Start FSX, and your file will be taken into account; Your Waypoints are now added to the FSX
database.
If you want them to appear in PLAN-G, consider begin in PLAN-G the update of the database.
This manipulation is provisional, time to do your testing on your airport; You may have to add
waypoints to your "ICAO.xml" file, and will need to restart the process described previously. You do
not need to change the name of the file between each compilation; FSX automatically recognizes that
the BGL file has changed, even though it bears the same name.
Once your airport is perfectly completed and tested, send me your “ICAO.xml” file, so I add your
waypoints to the Freenav AIRAC file, which I will publish the update on the website. You will only
have to download this update and delete the temporary BGL file, since your waypoints will be
now integrated into the new Freenav AIRAC.
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E Creation of the “ICAO.txt” file.
Finally, create a “text” file with notepad ++, calling itself " with your aeroport ICAO code" (e.g.
"KJFK.txt").
A "ICAO.txt" file is supplied with the pack. Open and save a copy with your airport ICAO name to keep
the intact model.
This file is very important because it allows you to include useful information to the pilot, it may
consult in flight in a FD-FMC window.
You can register any additional or special information concerning this airport (version files, authors,
transition Altitude, if there are specific remarks on certain procedures of this airport, or runway favorite
system for takeoff and landing, if there are mandatory holding patterns in some STAR or approaches
that allow the aircraft to take the right final track.
Finally, you can put in anything that may seem useful for the pilot, because it will be able to read the
contents of this file in FD - FMC, in the pages “DEPARTURE” and “ARRIVAL”
On the other hand, this file should not contain tabulation (use only spaces), and lines should not have
more than 78 characters (200 lines max).Before you save your final file, go to the Notepad ++
"encoding" menu and select "convert to ANSI", this in order to have the guarantee that the file will use
the gauge’s XML-compatible character set.
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Here are the maps and lists of «region» ICAO, the world Organization for Standardization of civil
aviation codes, used by GPS in FSX to 'building' the name of the waypoints, VOR, NDB etc...
Source : WIKIPEDIA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Civil_Aviation_Organization_airport_code

The following USA map is © Bob Mc Elrath - http://www.robbiemcelrath.com/fs/guides/gps
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The following Australia map is © Bob Mc Elrath - http://www.robbiemcelrath.com/fs/guides/gps
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ICAO codes list source : Wikipedia : http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICAO_airport_code
Country
Prefix code
AG
AN
AY
BG
BI
BK
C
DA
DB
DF
DG
DI
DN
DR
DT
DX
EB
ED
EE
EF
EG
EH
EI
EK
EL
EN
EP
ES
ET
EV
EY
FA
FB
FC
FD
FE
FG
FH
FI

Solomon Islands
Nauru
Papua New Guinea
B – Greenland, Iceland, and Kosovo
Greenland
Iceland
Kosovo
C – Canada
Canada
D – Eastern parts of West Africa and Maghreb
Algeria
Benin
Burkina Faso
Ghana
Côte d'Ivoire
Nigeria
Niger
Tunisia
Togolese Republic
E – Northern Europe
Belgium
Germany (civil)
Estonia
Finland
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Ireland
Denmark
Luxembourg
Norway
Poland
Sweden
Germany (military)
Latvia
Lithuania
F – Most of Central Africa and Southern Africa, and the Indian Ocean
South Africa
Botswana
Republic of the Congo
Swaziland
Central African Republic
Equatorial Guinea
Saint Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha
Mauritius
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Prefix code
FJ
FK
FL
FM
FN
FO
FP
FQ
FS
FT
FV
FW
FX
FY
FZ
GA
GB
GC
GE
GF
GG
GL
GM
GO
GQ
GS
GU
GV
HA
HB
HC
HD
HE
HF
HH
HK
HL
HR
HS
HT
HU

April 16, 2016

British Indian Ocean Territory
Cameroon
Zambia
Comoros, Mayotte, Réunion, and Madagascar
Angola
Gabon
São Tomé and Príncipe
Mozambique
Seychelles
Chad
Zimbabwe
Malawi
Lesotho
Namibia
Democratic Republic of the Congo
G – Western parts of West Africa and Maghreb
Mali
The Gambia
Spain (Canary Islands)
Spain (Ceuta and Melilla)
Sierra Leone
Guinea-Bissau
Liberia
Morocco
Senegal
Mauritania
Western Sahara
Guinea
Cape Verde
H – East Africa and Northeast Africa
Ethiopia
Burundi
Somalia (including Somaliland because of disputes)
Djibouti (also HF)
Egypt
Djibouti (also HD)
Eritrea
Kenya
Libya
Rwanda
Sudan and South Sudan
Tanzania
Uganda
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Continuous USA
K
Contiguous United States
L – Southern Europe, Israel and Turkey
LA
Albania
LB
Bulgaria
LC
Cyprus
LD
Croatia
LE
Spain (mainland section and Balearic Islands)
LF
France, including Saint-Pierre and Miquelon
LG
Greece
LH
Hungary
LI
Italy
LJ
Slovenia
LK
Czech Republic
LL
Israel
LM
Malta
LN
Monaco
LO
Austria
LP
Portugal, including the Azores and Madeira
LQ
Bosnia and Herzegovina
LR
Romania
LS
Switzerland
LT
Turkey
LU
Moldova
LV
Palestinian territories
LW
Macedonia
LX
Gibraltar
LY
Serbia and Montenegro
LZ
Slovakia
M – Central America, Mexico and northern/western parts of the Caribbean
MB
Turks and Caicos Islands
MD
Dominican Republic
MG
Guatemala
MH
Honduras
MK
Jamaica
MM
Mexico
MN
Nicaragua
MP
Panama
MR
Costa Rica
MS
El Salvador
MT
Haiti
MU
Cuba
MW
Cayman Islands
MY
Bahamas
MZ
Belize
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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OA
OB
OE
OI
OJ
OK
OL
OM
OO
OP
OR
OS
OT
OY

N – Most of the South Pacific
Cook Islands
Fiji, Tonga
Kiribati (Gilbert Islands), Tuvalu
Niue
France (Wallis and Futuna)
Samoa, USA (American Samoa)
France (French Polynesia)
Vanuatu
France (New Caledonia)
New Zealand, Antarctica
O – Pakistan, Afghanistan and most of Western Asia
(excluding Israel, Turkey, and the South Caucasus)
Afghanistan
Bahrain
Saudi Arabia
Iran
Jordan and the West Bank
Kuwait
Lebanon
United Arab Emirates
Oman
Pakistan
Iraq
Syria
Qatar
Yemen

PA
PB
PC
PF
PG
PH
PJ
PK
PL
PM
PO
PP
PT
PW

P – Eastern North Pacific
USA (Alaska only)
USA (Baker Island)
Kiribati (Canton Airfield, Phoenix Islands)
USA (Fort Yukon, Alaska)
USA (Guam, Northern Marianas)
USA (Hawaii only)
USA (Johnston Atoll)
Marshall Islands
Kiribati (Line Islands)
USA (Midway Island)
USA (Oliktok Point, Alaska)
USA (Point Lay, Alaska)
Federated States of Micronesia, Palau
USA (Wake Island)

NC
NF
NG
NI
NL
NS
NT
NV
NW
NZ
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SA
SB
SC
SD
SE
SF
SG
SI
SJ
SK
SL
SM
SN
SO
SP
SS
SU
SV
SW
SY

R – South Korea and Western North Pacific
Republic of China (Taiwan)
Japan (most of country)
South Korea
Japan (Okinawa Prefecture and Yoron)
Philippines
S – South America
Argentina
Brazil (also SD, SI, SJ, SN, SS and SW)
Chile (including Easter Island)
Brazil (also SB, SI, SJ, SN, SS and SW)
Ecuador
UK (Falkland Islands)
Paraguay
Brazil (also SB, SD, SJ, SN, SS and SW)
Brazil (also SB, SD, SI, SN, SS and SW)
Colombia
Bolivia
Suriname
Brazil (also SB, SD, SI, SJ, SS and SW)
French Guiana
Peru
Brazil (also SB, SD, SI, SJ, SN and SW)
Uruguay
Venezuela
Brazil (also SB, SD, SI, SJ, SN and SS)
Guyana

TA
TB
TD
TF
TG
TI
TJ
TK
TL
TN
TQ
TR
TT
TU
TV
TX

T – Eastern and southern parts of the Caribbean
Antigua and Barbuda
Barbados
Dominica
France (Guadeloupe, Martinique, Saint Barthélemy, Saint Martin)
Grenada
USA (U.S. Virgin Islands)
USA (Puerto Rico)
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Caribbean Netherlands, Aruba, Bonaire, Curaçao, Sint Maarten
UK (Anguilla)
UK (Montserrat)
Trinidad and Tobago
UK (British Virgin Islands)
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
UK (Bermuda)

RC
RJ
RK
RO
RP
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VG
VH
VI
VL
VM
VN
VO
VQ
VR
VT
VV
VY
WA
WB
WI
WM
WP
WQ
WR
WS
Y
Z
ZK
ZM
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U – Russia and Post-Soviet states, excluding the Baltic states and Moldova
Russia (except UA, UB, UD, UG, UK, UM and UT)
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan
Azerbaijan
Armenia
Georgia
Ukraine
Belarus and Russia (Kaliningrad Oblast)
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan
V – South Asia (except Pakistan), mainland Southeast Asia, Hong Kong and Macau
India (West Zone, Mumbai Center)
Sri Lanka
Cambodia
India (East Zone, Kolkata Center)
Bangladesh
Hong Kong
India (North Zone, Delhi Center)
Laos
Macau
Nepal
India (South Zone, Chennai Center)
Bhutan
Maldives
Thailand
Vietnam
Myanmar
W – Maritime Southeast Asia (except the Philippines)
Indonesia (also WI, WQ and WR)
Malaysia (East Malaysia), Brunei
Indonesia (also WA, WQ and WR)
Malaysia (Peninsular Malaysia)
Timor-Leste
Indonesia (also WA, WI and WR)
Indonesia (also WA, WI and WQ)
Singapore
Y – Australia
Australia
Z – East Asia (excluding Hong Kong, Japan, Macau, South Korea and Taiwan)
People's Republic of China (except ZK and ZM)
North Korea
Mongolia
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G Useful Links
G 1 Aerial Navigation Charts

Depending on the country, it is not always easy to find navigation charts. As and when the manual is
updated, the following list will also be updated :
Here is a link of the french forum “Pilote-virtuel”, that list all the links to find airports charts :

http://www.pilote-virtuel.com/viewtopic.php?id=128 (Note : this list is old so prefer following links for
identified coutries)

AMERICA

USA & CANADA : http://www.fltplan.com/

EUROP

FRANCE : https://www.sia.aviation-civile.gouv.fr/html/frameset_aip_fr.htm
UNITED KINGDOM :

http://www.ais.org.uk/public/index.php%3Foption=com_content&task=blogcategory&id=165&Itemid=3.html

(select “aerodrome index – specific”)

NETHERLANDS : http://www.ais-netherlands.nl/
IRELAND : http://www.iaa.ie/safe_reg/iaip/Frame1.htm
FINLAND : https://ais.fi/ais/eaip/en/
GERMANY : http://www.vacc-sag.org/airport/ (Vatsim Germany)
SPAIN : http://www.aena.es/csee/Satellite/navegacion-aerea/en/ (click on AD2-Aerodroms)
SWEDEN : http://www.lfv.se/sv/FPC/IAIP/AD-0-4/AD-2/

All European countries can be found here (free registration required):
http://www.ead.eurocontrol.int/eadcms/eadsite/index.php.html

AFRICA
Tunisie : http://www.oaca.nat.tn/index.php?id=751
Charts for many countries via a link from :
http://www.avionic-online.com/index.php?Mnu=cartes
This list will be completed and updated on the freenav website : http://freenavdbgroup.com/

If you find other website, please, send me links by mail and I will publish it on the
Freenav website
francois.dore@freenavdbgroup.com
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G 2 Softwares

Indispensable softwares :
PLAN-G by TA Software : http://www.tasoftware.co.uk/planG.htm
Notepad++ by the Notepad++ Team : http://notepad-plus-plus.org/
Online conversion to decimal degrees:
http://www.1001maps.fr/index.php?page=022 (French)
http://transition.fcc.gov/mb/audio/bickel/DDDMMSS-decimal.html (English)

G 3 FreeNavDB Group Discussion Forum links
French :
FreeNav DB Group website: http://freenavdbgroup.com/
French forum : Pilote-virtuel.com : http://www.pilote-virtuel.com/index.php
For the topic regarding the FreeNav DB Group : Freenav Discussion on Pilote-virtuel.com
And the topic concerning the development of FD-FMC : Projet FD-FMC sur base A320 sur
pilote-virtuel.com
English :
Project Airbus forum : http://www.pafs.wf/
FreeNav DB Group topic : http://talk.pafs.wf/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=2637
Topic concerning the development of the FD-FMC :
http://talk.pafs.wf/viewtopic.php?f=23&t=1942&start=650
During development, you can download beta versions FD-FMC aircrafts,and participate to the
project (beta tester are always required) on the Freenav Website : http://freenavdbgroup.com/
Send your airport files at the following address :
Any question or information :

airport@freenavdbgroup.com
francois.dore@freenavdbgroup.com

G 4 Thanks

My thanks go also to all of the members of Pilote-vituel.com and of Project Airbus team who
have helped to advance the project as beta testers.

AG

Thanks for the help in French to English translation of this manual :
- Adrian Roebl
- André Schmitt
- Martin ….
Solomon Islands
Many thanks to Hervé Sors, who help our group, to buid the database.

François Doré
http://freenavdbgroup.com
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FreeNav DB Group is a group of Flight Simulator enthusiasts, who decided to take part in teh construction of a
free and open database for SIDs, STARs, and Approaches, compatible with the FD-FMC during their free time. I
would like to thank the participants in this project from the bottom of my heart, without whom, the FD-FMC
would not have much support.………a great interest ?.
If you become an active member of FreeNavDBGroup, you will have access to an complete updated
database of Navaids, with all the waypoints currently used in the world today, with all information. You
will have just to copy and paste the missing waypoints, very quickly.

This database is only for ative members according its author requirement!
Any contributions will be welcomed by the group. You can email me at the address at the bottom of
this page.

The FD-FMC Project :
In June 2012 I decided to develop a simplified FMC/FMS, which is presently based in the Project
Airbus A320.
It is aimed at beginner and mid-level simmers. It uses a non-realistic interface (because it is the least
accessible element of a real FMC). At the same time, it manages the aircraft like a real FMC, and
includes vertical navigation (A/THR setting, with climb and descent managed by varying pitch at
constant thrust), to the best of my knowledge, no other FMC freeware has this feature.
The distinct feature of this FMC is that it is based on the FSX GPS, and so does not require payment for
subscription AIRACS. It uses the freeware AIRAC from Graham Mitchell (see chapter E ).
This is the reason for the creation of the FreeNav DB Group, in order to create the database for those
aircraft which will be equipped with this FMC.
FD-FMC design is close to completion (it should be fully completed end 2014).
You can visit the Pilote-virtuel.com forum (or the PA forum) which hosts a topic dedicated to the
development of this FMC (see chapter G.3 )
I tried to design it in such a way that it could be easily adapted to other aircraft.
Ultimately, the goal is to adapt FD-FMC to several freeware aircrafts, amongst which the most popular
are:
1. POSKY B747-400 and B747-8F
2. POSKY B777
3. Project Airbus A318 / A319 /A321/A380
4. And the future A330/A340 from Project Airbus.

FD-FMC is © François Doré.
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Updates and new Features

We try to improve permanently data file system, so, you can find here new features added to FD-FMC
I.1 Special holding pattern with “Exit altitude”
In some STAR, last holding pattern may have 2 altitude constraints:
• An altitude constraint on the leg which arrive at the holding waypoint
• An altitude constraint (lower) inside the holding
This arrives when Airport is surrounded by high mountains; So, aircraft cannot descend at the approach
altitude, until it has reached the holding; In this case, it is mandatory to execute the holding, to lose altitude.
Since v1.15, FD-FMC can manage 2 altitudes constraints in a STAR holding pattern.
KSBP example :
You can see on this chart, that CADAB
holding pattern has an Altitude constraint of
3300 feet.
This altitude is very important because
CADAB is an IAF, the first waypoint of an
approach, so you must be at this altitude to
begin your approach.
But, if you arrive by KIKII or WYNNR,
you cannot set the altitude of the holding at
3300; From KIKKI, you have to maintain
5200, and from WYNNR, 4200 ft
minimum.
So, now, you have the possibility to link 2
altitudes value at a STAR holding pattern;
“Alt Min” column have the altitude
constraint of the leg that arrive to holding,
and you have to set the column “ALT
MAX” that it was not used by FD-FMC to
enter the holding pattern exit altitude, that is
always lower that the “ALT MIN” value.
During flight, aircraft will stay at 5200
between KIKII and CADAB, and when
aircraft will become the holding, altitude
will be set to 3300.

Take a look with picture below, how to
fill EXCEL work sheet with this
example.
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